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Chapter 1

Introduction
Source separation is a an area of research that is applicable in a wide array of other fields.
The area focuses on the development of techniques whose goals are identifying, and separating, the individual signals in a mixture of signals. This is best illustrated in the "cocktail
party problem", which concerns the separation human speech. This problem was first
described thoroughly in a paper by Cherry [10] in 1953. It states that at a cocktail party,
where many people are speaking at the same time, in every direction, it is possible for
humans to clearly distinguish the speech of a single person. This is significant as there is
no clear mathematical model for how this could be achieved, yet our brains are doing it
with ease, with only limited information. In essence this problem states that we know a
mixture of voices can be divided into its constituent parts, however we do not have a clear
model for how this is done. The paper also lays out 5 factors humans might use in this
process:
1. "The voices are coming from different directions"
2. "Lip-reading, gestures, and the like"
3. "Different speaking voices, mean pitches, mean speeds, male and female, and so
forth"
4. "Accents differing"
5. "Transition probabilities (subject matter, voice dynamics, syntax)"
These are direct quotes from the paper, where Cherry also states that the only factor that
can be worked on is number 5, as recording two statements on the same magnetic tape
would be "babel". However, since then technology has improved and the field of source
separation has expanded. Instead of focusing on factor 5, most modern techniques focus
on factor 1 and 3, the phase and frequency content of the different source signals. These
are also the focuses of this paper.

3
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Newer, more difficult, variations of the field has also been developed as more advanced
problems have been encountered. These more difficult areas are called blind source separation and single-channel blind source separation. Blind separation means that no information about the sources is available beforehand, and single-channel means that only one
audio track is available, making detecting phase differences in sources difficult.
Traditionally these problems have been tackled by purely statistical methods, such as
non-negative matrix factorization [15, 34, 63] (NMF), individual component analysis [3,
1] (ICA) and computational auditory scene analysis [11, 65] (CASA), to a lesser degree
of success. However, in recent years many new machine learning techniques have been
developed, which has allowed for more powerful models to be constructed, and for more
general solutions to be found. Machine learning models have allowed for huge increases
in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) on many speech separation tasks. Though they are not limited to speech, and can also be trained to separate
other audio or other kinds of signals.
If better models can be constructed, that can generalize the solutions more, it could be
very significant for not just audio separation but also a number of other fields. It could
be utilized in electroencephalography (EEG), the technique used to record and locate different electrical signals in the brain[32]. In this field a large amount of sensors is placed
at various locations on the participants skull, such that all record the mixture of electrical
signals in the brain. The phase differences of the signals and the placement on the skull
can then be used to triangulate where different signals are emitted inside the brain [9, 6,
33].
However, if some sensors are not making good contact with the skin they will return
erroneous signals and potentially make the data useless. If signal separation could be
applied efficiently and accurately then much fewer sensors could be used and the effects
of one sensor making bad contact could be lessened if the algorithm is robust enough.
Another application could be in the development of virtual reality (VR) experiences. In
VR, the location of sounds is key to feeling that the environment is realistic. This means if
a group of virtual characters is talking, it is important to have a source of sound emitted
from each of them, so that we can take advantage of the first factor Cherry described, to
distinguish them. Normally in the development of a VR experience this is manageable as
the character’s voices can be recorded individually. However if a group wants to create
a virtual orchestra experience instead of a virtual conversation, this becomes a lot more
difficult as it is few who has access to a full orchestra and the resources to record every
single musician individually. It is in such instances that a source separation model could
be used to separate recordings of other orchestras and thus create better VR experiences.
In the same vein small game development companies, DJs or other private users, could use
this technology to create novel music pieces from the separated instruments of other songs.

5

As discussed, source separation is a big field with many applications and a wide array
of different techniques. This is why this report will begin with a chapter about the background and concepts used in the report, which will contain a more general description
of these fields and theories. Chapter 3 will then describe specific state-of-the-art papers,
and will end with a plan for which concepts will be used in the implementation. Chapter
4 will contain the re-implementation of two of these papers and the implementation of a
new model called "HydraNet". In chapter 5 these models will be evaluated with different
hyper-parameters and model structures, and the results will be shown. The results will
be discussed in chapter 6, along with errors that were made and suggestions for improvements in future works. The report will then be summarized and the results reiterated in
the conclusion chapter.
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Chapter 2

Background And Concepts
In this chapter, some of the general and specific concepts that are utilized by the cited state
of the art papers will be explained.

2.1

Source Separation

As stated in the introduction, source separation is a field with a long history and many
different techniques for solving it. In this section the main concepts of the field will be explained, along with the difficulties faced by the techniques used and how those techniques
are evaluated.

2.1.1

Multi-Channel Source Separation

The best case scenario for source separation techniques is having an equal amount or more
signals than the number of sources one is trying to separate. This is because with more signals one gains more spatial information about the mixture, as some sources will decrease
in strength in the signal while others will be amplified due to the sensor being moved
closer to or further away from the source. This problem is called multi-channel source
separation and can handle even noisy signals fairly well because of the extra information
gained from the additional channels. However this group of methods fall short when presented with more sources than channels, and can in this case erroneously output signals
from multiple sources as a single source. This case can happen if the number of sources in
the signal is unknown or uncertain, also called the blind source separation problem.

2.1.2

Single-Channel Blind Source Separation

Blind source separation is one of the hardest problems to solve in the source separation
field, as many techniques rely on some certainties in the signal, like the number of sources
being constant. However, it is also the most true to real life, as it cannot always be expected that the number of sources will be constant. When faced with the blind source
7
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separation problem, some methods seek to use many channels to be certain that the number of channels will always be above the number of sources [48, 66, 16, 54].This is called
overdetermining the problem, i.e. adding so much information that patterns can be easily
found. Though having many channels is not always possible in real-world scenarios, often
only a single channel is available. This is called an underdetermined problem.
The field that studies this problem is called single-channel blind source separation [22, 34,
30, 17, 40], which, as the name suggests, seeks to find all sources in a signal based on a
single channel. This is the hardest version of the source separation problem, and is even
more extreme than what humans deal with. Humans have two channels that can detect
phase differences in the signals they receive and help separate sources in that way, that is
not an option when using only a single channel. This is why techniques in this field have
to be inventive and generalize very well, and why machine learning algorithms have been
solving this problem better than any other statistical methods.

2.1.3

Signal-To-Noise Ratio And Signal-To-Distortion Ratio

The main ways of calculating the accuracy of source separation techniques were proposed
in [61], namely the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR), signal-tointerference ratio (SIR) and signal-to-artifact ratio (SAR). It should be noted that these
metrics were not invented by the paper, though the equations that are used to calculate
the metrics were. These formulas have been implemented in a blind source separation
toolbox for Matlab, which was then converted to a Python library[51]. This toolbox, and
thus the equations of the paper, have been used to evaluate many state-of-the-art papers
and used as a standard in the signal separation evaluation campaign, SISEC[41, 59]
The paper describes that there are three main errors in a signal, the noise, the interference and the artifacts, and it is through these that the SNR, SDR, SIR and SAR can be
calculated. Interference in a signal is when another unrelated signal is also present. It is
the ratio of the clean signal to these other signals that SIR seeks to find. The noise is similar, as it is some other signal that is present in the generated signal, however in the paper
[61] it is defined more as sensor noise, or generation noise. The paper therefore makes a
clear distinction between SIR and SNR, which is often overlooked by other papers where
any interference in the signal is also counted as noise [24], and measured solely by SNR.
A similar thing often happens with the SAR, which measures differences in the signal that
are neither from noise or other signals interfering, like sudden audio spikes that only last
a couple of milliseconds or less, as those are often also simply considered noise and as
part of the SNR.
The SDR measures the combined distortion of these other effects in comparison to
the clean signal, and is therefore often used as a general measurement of how well the
separation is working.
The paper says that if we have j sources s j and j approximated sources ŝ j then to
calculate the SNR, SDR and SAR we need to project the approximated sources into the

9
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space spanned by the real sources. This is done with an orthogonal projection matrix,
which is a matrix that is used to find the closest point on some shape from some arbitrary
point in the same space. The simplest version of this is projecting a point in 2D space
onto a 2D line, or a 3D point onto a plane. They denote making such a matrix with using
k vectors with the Π{y1 , ...., yk }. To get this matrix from the k vectors this calculation is
done.
P = A ( A T A ) −1 A T
(2.1)
where A is a N×k matrix, with N as the length of each vector, consisting of y1 , ...., yk .
P is then an N×N orthogonal projection matrix. The paper states that to calculate the
interference, noise and artifacts, three of these orthogonal projection matrices need to be
constructed..
(2.2)
Ps j := Π{s j }
Is the projection matrix to the space spanned by s j .
Ps := Π{(s j0 )1≤ j0 ≤n }

(2.3)

Is the projection matrix to the space spanned by all the clean sources.
Ps,n := Π{(s j0 )1≤ j0 ≤n , (ni )1≤i≤m }

(2.4)

Where n is all the known noise sources, such as known microphone noise or generation
noise. These matrices are then used to calculate the four parts that make up ŝ j , which were
discussed before, interference, noise and artifacts, along with the clean source signal.
ŝ j = starget + enoise + einter f erence + earti f act

(2.5)

starget := Ps j ∗ ŝ j

(2.6)

This projects ŝ j onto s j , and is essentially a N dimensional point to line projection. This
projection shows how much of ŝ j stems from s j , and is therfore what we want to maximize.
einter f erence := Ps ∗ ŝ j − Ps j ∗ ŝ j

(2.7)

This compares the projection of ŝ j onto the single source s j , to the projection of ŝ j onto the
hyper-plane spanned by all the sources. If there are other signals interfering in ŝ j the point
on the plane will land closer to those sources, while if there are no other signals in ŝ j then
the points will project to the exact same place and this will go to 0. This is also smart as it
can show which sources are interfering the most.
enoise := Ps,n ∗ ŝ j − Ps ∗ ŝ j

(2.8)

This projection compares the two hyper-planes the one spanned by the clean sources and
the one spanned by both clean sources and noise. By projecting ŝ j onto both hyper-planes
the direct contribution of the noise sources to ŝ j can be compared accurately without

10
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considering the interference measurement. If the equation had instead looked like this:
Ps,n ∗ ŝ j − Ps j ∗ ŝ j , then both the interference from other signals and the noise would have
been measured, and contribution of each would not be able to be calculated.
earti f act := ŝ j − Ps,n ∗ ŝ j

(2.9)

This measures the difference between ŝ j and ŝ j projected onto the hyper-plane spanned
by all the clean and noise sources. This means that any remainder of this operation is
something in ŝ j that does not stem from the clean sources or the noise sources, making
it an artifact. After these measures have been calculated they are used to calculate SDR,
SNR, SIR and SAR And these measures are used to calculate the SNR, SDR and SAR
SDR = 10 log10

||starget ||2
||einter f erence + enoise + earti f act ||2

(2.10)

As said before, this measures the overall distortion of the signal, from all the error sources,
compared to the amount of the clean signal is in ŝ j .
SNR = 10 log10

||starget+einter f erence ||2
|enoise ||2

(2.11)

As said, this paper makes a clear distinction between SNR and SIR, which is why interference is in the nominator for this equation. The objective is to calculate how much noise
there is in the signal compared to all clean sources, not compared to the correct clean
source. This is also because of how noise is calculated in equation 2.8, the point in clean
space compared to the point in noisy and clean space. If interference was not included in
the SNR calculation then there might be some distortion from how the noise is calculated.
SIR = 10 log10

||starget ||2
|einter f erence ||2

(2.12)

As can be seen SIR is calculated only based on the interference from other signals, without
any consideration for noise.
SAR = 10 log10

||starget+einter f erence +enoise ||2
||earti f act ||2

(2.13)

The reason the interference and the noise are in the nominator of this equation is the same
reason as for the SNR calculation, if they were not then there might be some distortion in
the result due to them being left out.
As can be seen, these measures are separated well and are therefore very powerful
when analysing the results of an algorithm. However, noise sources are not always known,
and because of that the Ps,n matrix cannot be constructed and enoise and earti f act cannot be
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calculated separately. This is why some papers[42, 66] define scale-invariant SNR (SI-SNR)
as SDR. This measure is calculated as
enoise = ŝ − starget
SI − SNR = 10log10(

||starget ||2
)
||enoise ||2

(2.14)
(2.15)

where starget is the same as before. This measure is a combination of the enoise and earti f act
calculations before. By simply comparing the estimated signal to the signal projected onto
the clean signal, this measures all the three error sources, interference, noise and artifacts,
as one.
Often in practical implementations of this, starget is defined as
starget =

< ŝ, s > s
||s||2

(2.16)

which is another way to write the projection of ŝ onto s. And as can be seen this measure
is very similar to SDR when considering that enoise covers for both noise, interference and
artifacts.

2.2

Neural Networks

Neural networks are powerful statistical models, which are used to find complex mapping or classification functions[7, 21, 52]. A common example of this is modelling the
likelihood of a person voting on a certain party based on their income, age, gender and
ethnicity. These values individually does not tell much about political orientation, however if they are all given to a neural network it can find patterns in them that can predict
voting patterns. A neural network consists of nodes, called neurons or units, that each do
calculations based on their input. The most common calculation these neurons are used
for is a weighted sum of their input. This allows the network to adjust how much each
neuron is affected by a certain input, like the income of a person, by adjusting the weight
for that input in the neuron. In this way the appropriate weight can be found such that
the network accurately predicts the persons political orientation. The calculation for the
output of a neuron looks like this
n

x lj = σ(b + ∑ wi xil −1 )

(2.17)

i =0

Where x lj is neuron j in layer l, n is the number of neurons in layer l-1, wi is the weight for
the connection to the ith neuron in layer l-1, xil −1 is the output of the ith neuron in layer l-1,
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b is a bias and σ is some activation function. Such a function could be a logistic sigmoid
function
1
σ( x) =
(2.18)
1 + e− x
which converts its input to a range between 0 and 1. Another useful function is the softmax
function which measures the ratio of the outputs of the neurons in the layer.
σ( x j ) =

exj
∑in=0 e xi

(2.19)

These equations are useful as they regularize the output of each neuron to some known
range.
For the adjustment of the weights, an algorithm called backpropagation [23] is often
used, where a "loss" is calculated and propagated backwards in the network. The loss is a
function that in some way tells how wrong the network’s output is. This can then be used
to go back through the network and calculate how much each neuron and each weight has
contributed to this loss, and the weights that have contributed the most wrong information
can be adjusted to contribute less. The weights are adjusted based on the negative gradient
of this loss function at that neuron, which will move it towards a value that will provide
the least amount of loss at the output. To calculate these gradients, a partial derivative is
used. The partial derivative is taken of the network as a whole with regards to a single
weight, which can be done because the network in essence is nothing more than a very
complicated equation, with each of its parts being a neuron or a weight.
There are many ways of constructing a neural network, however the most common way
is to use "layers" of neurons, that are not connected within the layer but rather connected
to all the neurons in the layers before and after. These layers are often referred to as
dense layers, as the connections between these layers often look dense when visualized.
However, dense layers are not the only layers that exist, and they are not the best for every
task.

2.2.1

Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent neural networks (RNN), and layers, function similarly to dense layers, in that
they are often densely connected to the layers in front and behind them [4, 12]. However,
they differ in that they get their previous output as an input. This gives the layer a temporal axis where inputs are no longer separate, but rather seen as a chain of connected events.
An example of this could be predicting population size of animals, where the population
of the previous year is connected to the population next year, and thus knowledge of all
previous years will inform what the population could be next year. Thus these layers are
very good at predicting sequences of inputs, also sometimes call time-series.
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However, these networks come with a major disadvantage compared to traditional
dense layers, when it comes to backpropagation. The problem is that by having the layers
connected in time, the error of a single neuron is no longer only depending on its connections to the previous layer but also its own output last sample, and that is dependant
on the sample before that and so on. This creates a very long chain that the error has
to be propagated through, and in this process the error almost vanishes due to how it is
transferred back through the model. This is called the vanishing gradient problem [27, 71],
and it has been tackled in many different ways. One of the most popular ways is called
the Long Short-Term Memory layer (LSTM).

2.2.2

Long Short-Term Memory Layers

The LSTM "cell" was proposed by [18] as a way to combat this problem of vanishing
gradients. It is called a cell because it is not a single neuron, but rather a series of connected
neurons that have their own weights and purpose. The LSTM adds a "cell state vector",
which does not contain any weights or connections, only values from the previous state
of the cell. However, the current state of the cell is then modified by the input to the cell,
the previous output and an intermediate value in the cell. This vector is then used to
modify the output of the cell. The cell state vector makes it possible for the cell to store
information inside itself, and enables it to forget things about previous inputs and states,
if they are not relevant to the current problem. This alleviates the vanishing gradient
problem as only information that is very relevant will be kept for a long time, while other
information is stopped and thus the number of states the backpropagation algorithm has
to go through is significantly smaller. The structure of the LSTM can be seen in figure 2.1.
The mathematical expressions for an LSTM look like this.
it = σ(Wxi xt + Whi ht−1 + Wci ct−1 + bi )

(2.20)

Where it is the output of the input gate, xt is inputs at time t, Wxi is the weights for
connection from x to i, ht−1 is the output of the hidden vector at time t-1, ct−1 is the
cell state at t-1 and bi is the bias for the gate.σ is the logistic sigmoid activation function
described in equation 2.18. In the following equations all the variables and subscripts
follow these conventions.
f t = σ(Wx f xt + Wh f ht−1 + Wc f ct−1 + b f )

(2.21)

Which is the forget-gate of the cell, which allows it to regulate what it remembers in the
cell state, which functions like this.
ct = f t ct−1 + it tanh(Wxc xt + Whc ht−1 + bc )

(2.22)

Where tanhis an activation function
ot = σ(Wxo xt + Who ht−1 + Wco ct + bo )

(2.23)
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Which is the output of the gate that regulates the output of the network
ht = ot tanh(ct )

(2.24)

Figure 2.1: A LSTM cell, taken from [18]

Even with the advantages LSTMs provide, they still have a problem which also plagues
other RNNs. This problem is that they only process a sequence in one direction, forward,
while there might be connections bacwards in the sequence too. The classic example would
be analyzing a text. There might be crucial information at the end of the text that will
inform the meaning of the words in the beginning. However, traditional RNNs will only
process the text once and will not go back to the beginning and change their predictions
based on the end of the text. This is the problem bidirectional RNNs seek to solve.

2.2.3

Bidirectional RNN

A bidirectional RNN (BRNN)[55] is, as the name implies, a RNN that processes the input in both directions. This has the advantage that the output will take into account the
temporal connections in both directions, and will therefore often be more powerful than
regular RNNs. The downside is that it requires double the amount of units as a normal
RNN to produce the same size output in either direction. What is meant by this, is that
a standard RNN with 20 units will produce an output of RT ×20 , where T is the number
of samples in the time series, while a BRNN with 20 units will produce an output of
RT ×40 . This is because a BRNN with 20 units actually has 40 units, 20 for the forward
direction and 20 for the backwards direction. When two BRNNs are connected this can
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become a bigger problem if the input is large. If two BRNNs with 200 units are connected
then the first BRNN will give the next BRNN an output of RT ×400 . This BRNN will also
have 400 internal units that should all be densely connected to the previous layer, meaning that 400 × 400 = 160000 connections are made between the two BRNNs as opposed
to the 200 × 200 = 40000 connections that would have been made between to RNNs or
dense layers. This is a quadrupling in connections for the connected BRNNs. This is why
BRNNs can be very memory intensive, however they are also immensely powerful. Any
type of RNN can be made bidirectional, even LSTMs in which case they are called BLSTMs.
As discussed RNNs and BRNNs are powerful layers that can analyze time-series and
find connections that traditional dense layers cannot, however sometimes the input can
also have local dependencies without being a time-series. This is best seen in images
where neighbouring pixels often share information, but pixels in opposite corners of the
image might not. In this case RNNs are not the best layers to use, though a layer called a
convolutional layer has been developed to handle this problem.

2.2.4

Convolutional Networks

Convolutional neural networks take inspiration from the field of image processing, by
adopting the concept of kernels or filters[38, 37]. These kernels are in essence matrices of
weights that are passed over each pixel in an image and the output is the weighted sum of
the pixel itself and the pixels around it according to the kernel. If a 3×3 kernel is passed
over an image, and used on a pixel at (x = 10, y = 3), where x and y are pixel coordinates,
then the kernel will produce the weighted sum of the pixels at indexes {(9, 2), (10, 2), (11,
2), (9, 3), (10, 3), (11, 3), (9, 4), (10, 4), (11, 4)}. This notion of using a weighted sum to find
features, and produce an output, is the same as for neural networks. In a convolutional
network the kernel is represented as connections between neurons. This means that the
layers are not densely connected, a neuron in one end of the layer does not get an input
from a neuron in the other end of the previous layer. Because convolutional layers, as
an idea, came from image processing most are 2 dimensional layers. This means that the
neurons are no longer in a straight line as in the dense layers, but that they are structured
as a grid, with an x and y coordinate. just like an image. Thus if a convolutional layer
has a 3×3 kernel, then the neuron at index (10,3) will be connected to the neurons in the
previous layer at indexes {(9, 2), (10, 2), (11, 2), (9, 3), (10, 3), (11, 3), (9, 4), (10, 4), (11, 4)}
just like the kernel was before.
However, convolutional layers can also suffer from the same problems faced in image
processing, namely border conditions. If a neuron lays on the border of its layer, and the
previous layer is equally big, then some of its connections might lay outside of the border
of both layers, i.e. there are no neurons to connect to. One option is to simply disregard
these border neurons, however that will shrink the image over time, since the edges will
always be disregarded. Another way this is solved is by using zero-padding, where a line
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of zeros is appended to all the edges of the previous layer, and thus the border neurons
simply get these zeros as input.
One other thing that convolutional layers can manage easily is what is called channels.
Channels are different versions of an image that store different information, for example
the red, green and blue channels of a png image. These all store the individual colour
values for the image, and should therefore be processed individually by the convolutional
layer. The layers themselves can also output multiple channels, also called feature maps,
to generate different outputs. In these cases a neuron in a convolutional layer will have
connections to the neurons in its kernel, in all the channels of the previous layer.
Convolutional layers can also reduce the size of the input to the output by having a
"stride" that is higher than 1. The stride determines where a neuron in the current layer is
connected to a neuron in the previous layer based on its position. If a layer has a kernel
of 1 and a stride of 1, then a the neuron at (0,0) will be connected to the neuron at (0,0)
in the previous layer and the neuron at (1,1) will be connected to the neuron at (1,1) in
the previous layer too. However if the kernel is 1 and the stride is 2 then (0,0) will still be
connected to (0,0), but (1,1) will be connected to (2,2). This means that a stride of 2 will
halve the image, while a stride of 3 will make the image a third as large as originally. This
is very useful for reducing the size of the image very quickly and keep the memory usage
down, but it is also useful for generalization. By reducing the amount of information so
much between each layer, the network is forced to find a good generalization of the input
to make the output accurate.
It should also be noted that convolutional layers can also be 3 dimensional and 1 dimensional, it is simply a matter of removing or adding connections and neurons. 1 dimensional convolutions are useful in some cases where input is 1 dimensional but too large to
let a dense layer handle, or it is desired to find local features in the input. As said before
they can also be used to reduce the size of the input very quickly and find a more abstract
representation of the input in a smaller amount of space. This is also the idea behind a
type of network called an auto-encoder.

2.2.5

Embedding Spaces And Auto-Encoders

Auto-encoders are neural networks that seek to create an embedding space, such that the
original input can be reconstructed from that space[2, 50, 26, 62]. An embedding space,
also called latent space, is a space that is an abstract representation of the input, such
that useful information from the input is somehow represented in the space while nonimportant information is discarded. These spaces are often what are created in neural
networks in some way, though auto-encoders actively seek to create them in the best way
possible. An embedding space could be binary values, where when a 2 is transferred to
the embedding space, it becomes a 01. The information is still retained, but it is transformed in some way. This transformation also often means a reduction from the size of
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the input to the size in the embedding space. Maybe an input of 10 values will be reduced
and represented by 5 values in the embedding space.
An auto-encoder tries to create these embedding spaces by using a funnel shaped
network. This network can consist of dense or convolutional layers, that at each layer
in the network reduce the size of the output. When the input has been reduced enough
the embedding space has been created, and the decoding can begin. The decoder takes
the information in the embedding space and passes it through a reverse funnel network,
where at each layer the size of the output increases. This is done until the output of the
last layer is the size of the original input. The goal of the decoder is to reconstruct the
input based on the embedding space.
This type of network is very useful when working with generation algorithms, as after the
network is trained, random values in the embedding space can be given to the decoder
and it can generate novel images. If an auto-encoder has been trained to produce animals
then the locations of a horse and a dog can be found in the embedding space, and can
then be smoothly interpolated between to produce a horse dog hybrid. In practical use
this could also handle music and interpolate between a Bach piece and a Mozart piece to
create a novel symphony, though this is not as easy as the animals example.

2.3

Clustering

Clustering is a statistical technique operating on some R N valued dimensional space,
where N is some integer. Given a set of points in this space, clustering methods will put
the points into some sub-sets, or clusters, based on some metric and criterion. The most
common metric to use is the euclidean distance between two points, though other distance
metrics and criteria can be used too. The distance measure can be used in different ways
to create the clusters. One way is called agglomerative clustering.

2.3.1

Agglomerative Clustering

Agglomerative clustering starts with the assumption that all points are their own individual "clusters", and is given some distance threshold parameter to evaluate by. The
algorithm will then take the two clusters with the lowest inter-cluster distance and then
merge them into a bigger cluster. This will continue until there are no two clusters with
an inter-cluster distance lower than the distance threshold parameter given in the beginning. If this distance threshold is high in comparison to the maximum distance between
two points then it is highly probable that all points will be in clusters containing at least 2
points. However if the distance threshold is relatively low then there is a high probability
that some points may never be clustered with others. This can be a good thing if finding
outliers in the data is desired, but bad if one wants to find connections between all points
in the set.
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Divisive Clustering

Divisive clustering algorithms start with the assumption that all points belong to a single
cluster, and it is also given some distance threshold parameter to evaluate by. The algorithm then finds the point inside the cluster that has the highest distance to the rest of the
points of the cluster, and splits it into its own cluster. When this is done a sub-algorithm is
used to cluster the found point with all other points in the other cluster that are closer to
it than to the cluster itself. This is then redone until the maximum distance between any
two clusters reaches the distance threshold parameter. This ensures that most points will
always stay inside clusters with other points, unless the distance threshold parameter is
lower than the minimum distance between any two points in the set.

2.3.3

Metrics And Criteria

There are multiple different ways of evaluating the distance between two clusters, and
they will change the final clusters gotten from the algorithm. Four of the most commonly
used metrics are Ward linkage, Complete linkage, average linkage and single linkage.
Ward Linkage
This type of linkage criteria uses the sum of all squared distances between all points of
both clusters. This has the effect of clustering clusters that are generally very close together
and will not cluster clusters that only have a few points that are far apart.
Complete Linkage
This linkage type uses the maximum distance between points in two clusters to determine
if the clusters should be merged. With this approach two clusters that have close means
but high variances will not be clustered together as easily, as there might be some points
in the clusters that are very far away from each other due to both having high variance.
This also allows the distance threshold to be set higher than other methods as the general
distances will be higher.
Average Linkage
Average linkage uses the distances between the averages of two clusters to determine if
they should be clustered. If the data is uniformly distributed this will be good at finding clusters, however if there are some dimensions where more variance exists then this
method might incorrectly cluster some points. Theoretically this method will cluster in a
spherical manner, however clusters will often have straight edges where they meet other
clusters as the distance from the points to the mean of either cluster will be very similar in
that area.
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Centroid Linkage
The centroid of a cluster is the point that is closest to the mean of the cluster. Usually
using average linkage instead of centroid linkage yields similar results, however if the
data contains torus, also called donut, shapes then this method will not act similarly to
average linkage, and instead try to split up parts of the toruses into clusters, instead of
clustering the entire torus as one.
Single Linkage
Single linkage algorithms take distance between the closest points in two clusters and uses
that as the criterion for clustering. This has a very good effect when the data has clearly
separated clusters within it, however in uniformly distributed data the method tends to
favor only a few clusters and might just cluster the entirety of the data set together.

2.3.4

K-Means

K-means clustering is an agglomerative algorithm that makes use of both average and
centroid linkage to cluster n points into k clusters. It does this by putting k random
"mean points" into the point space and then clustering the points to the mean closest to
them. After doing so k clusters are achieved, however due to the random placement of
the initial mean points in the space, these clusters cannot be assumed to have found any
meaningful structure in the data. Because of this the process is repeated, however the
centroid of each cluster is now used as the new mean of that cluster, instead of using a
random point. Points from other clusters are then aggregated based on the new mean of
the clusters. This process continues until all points within each cluster are closer to that
clusters centroid than to any other clusters’ centroid.

2.4

Permutation And Output Dimension Mismatch Problem

The permutation problem is a problem that is often encountered in blind source separation,
as methods can sometimes provide the predicted sources in an unknown order. This is a
problem as it makes comparing generated sources and clean sources a guessing game, for
which two sources are supposed to be the same. The output dimension mismatch problem
stems from the rigidity of neural networks, and arises when there is an unknown amount
of sources in the signal, as in blind source separation. In this case the network is stuck with
a fixed amount of outputs and cannot dynamically adapt to the number of sources, thus
making accurate separation of all the sources impossible. This is fixed by [24] by simply
creating an embedding space as the output of the network, which can then be analyzed by
clustering algorithms such as k-means to find the correct number of sources.
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Permutation Invariant Training

The permutation problem can be solved in a couple of different ways. One way is to use
permutation invariant training (PIT) as proposed by [72]. The method computes all the
ways the estimated sources and clean sources could be compared, and then evaluates those
ways using MSE. The combination of estimated and clean sources, with the least MSE is
then used for the loss.

2.5

Fourier Transforms, Spectrograms And Scales

A Fourier transform is a function that converts a real-valued signal into a complex number,
representing a given frequency’s strength and phase in the signal[14]. The original function
concerned continuous signals.
X( f ) =

Z ∞
−∞

x (t)e−i2π f t dt

(2.25)

where f is a given frequency, and x(t) is the magnitude of the signal at time t measured in
seconds. This will work for any given continuous signal, and if repeated for all continuous
frequency values a spectrum will be obtained. However, it is impossible to store a continuous signal in a computer, it has to be discretized in some way to fit in a RAM module
or on a hard disk. To handle these kinds of signals the discrete time Fourier transform
(DTFT) was created.

2.5.1

Discrete Time Fourier Transforms

To support discrete time-steps the Fourier transform in equation 2.25 had to be changed.
Time is no longer measured in continuous fractions of seconds, but in integer samples
instead. This also means that a continuous signal has to be sampled before a DTFT can
be applied. To do this, the magnitude of the continuous signal will be measured at points
with some set interval, called the sampling rate, and these measured values will be the
samples for our discrete signal. After this is done the DTFT can be applied to the signal
and a spectrum can be obtained. The DTFT equation now looks like this
N −1

X( f ) =

∑

x [n]e−i2π f n

(2.26)

n =0

where N is the number of samples in the signal and x[n] is the value of sample n in the
discrete signal. The advantage of this approach is that it does not require an infinite continuous signal, however the disadvantage is that its frequency detection is less powerful
the lower the sampling rate is. The Nyquist theorem[49] states that for a sampling rate
of N the maximum frequency that can be detected accurately is N/2. This means that for
a sampling rate of 1000 Hz only frequencies up to 500 Hz can be reliably detected. It
also means that we have to choose a sampling rate for the signal, which will capture the
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frequencies we are interested in.
Another difference between the DTFT and the original continuous Fourier transform
is that f is no longer treated as a continuous value, but is rather a discrete value too.
Rather than capture all possible frequencies up to the nyquist limit, only key frequencies
are measured, and frequencies close together are "binned". This means that the strength
of a 100 Hz frequency, a 100.5 Hz and a 99.5 Hz frequency in a signal, might be added
together and put in a bin labeled 100 Hz even though two of them are slightly above and
below that frequency. In this case 100 Hz is called the center frequency of the bin, each
bin will have some width that they span over, which depends on the number of bins and
the maximum measurable frequency. If a signal is sampled at 10000Hz and a 1000 bins
are used to describe this range, then each bin will have a center frequency that are 10Hz
apart and a width of 5Hz in both directions. This ensures that the entire range is covered.
However, it also loses information about the precise frequencies, though if more precision
is desired more bins can be used and the range can be more accurately divided.
This discrete time Fourier transform enables digital Fourier transforms to be done,
which is very useful, however it still has one major problem. It only measures all the
frequencies for all of the signal, and does not tell when in the signal those frequencies
occur. This kind of information might be very useful if it is desired to know when a
person starts and stops speaking, or when a certain instrument plays, as it would allow
for the filtering of these events when they happen. This problem is what the short time
Fourier transform (STFT) seeks to solve.

2.5.2

Short Time Fourier Transforms And Spectrograms

The short time Fourier transform solves the problem of locality in time by analysing the
signal multiple times with a sliding window function applied. This window function’s
purpose is to diminish the signal around the area that is being analyzed, but still retain
the signal within that area. There are many different window functions that can be used,
and which all have their separate advantages and disadvantages. However they all have
the same objective, to enable analysis of a short portion of the signal. The equation for
STFT is almost the same as the DTFT function, but with the addition of the window
function.
N −1

X( f ) =

∑

x [n]w[n − m]e−i2π f n

(2.27)

n =0

Where w[n-m] is the value of a window function at n-m, with the center at m and an unknown window length. The window length is the number of samples that should be inside
the window. This function is applied to the signal iteratively, meaning that the function is
applied with a window at m, the result is recorded, m is then incremented and the process
is done again. This is repeated until the entire signal has been processed. It should be
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noted that m is often incremented by less than the window length, between each iteration. This creates some overlap between the fourier transforms, which has the advantage
of recording the gradual change in frequencies over the signal instead of sudden shifts as
would be obtained with an increment above the window length. The increment is often
called the hop length.
By having this shifting window, and iterative process, a spectrum for each window in
the signal is gained. When combined into one plot of time and frequency this is called
a spectrogram. Spectrograms are a very used tool when analyzing music as they can
be used to give a visual representation of the signal that is easily understandable, and
where artifacts in the signal can be identified. However, sometimes the 1024 bins, which
is the default for most STFT implementations, are just too much when a program has
to analyze them. The answer is often to reduce the number of bins, though this is not
ideal either in some cases, as a lot of important information might be stored in the low
frequency bins, while irrelevant information might be stored in higher frequency bins. In
this case decreasing the amount of bins would expand the bin width equally for all bins,
and therefore might group together important low frequency information that is important
while not reducing the irrelevant high frequency information enough. This is the problem
frequency scales seek to handle.

2.5.3

Frequency Scales And Filter Banks

A frequency scale is a function that describes what the center frequencies of each bin
should be. As discussed the STFT uses a linear frequency scale by default, increasing the
center frequency of each bin by a set amount between each bin. However, a popular scale
to use when handling human voices is the mel frequency scale[64]. This scale is logarithmic as it tries to emulate the human perception system, as it too seems to be logarithmic.
This logarithmic approach means that lower frequencies are given smaller bin widths, increasing the resolution of the frequencies in these sections, while higher frequencies are
given much wider bin widths, grouping together information that is harder to distinguish
for humans. After this transformation the spectrogram is called a mel spectrogram, where
mel can be substituted for the name of the applied frequency scale.
In practise this filter is applied with filterbank, a set of M filters, where M is the number of desired bins after the transormation. This filterbank is often calculated as a matrix
of the filters, such that a matrix multiplication between the spectrogram and filterbank can
be done. This can also be undone by applying the inverse of the filterbank to the mel spectrogram. However this process is lossy in the sense that all the information of the original
spectrogram cannot be recovered this way. This is because a given bin in the mel spectrogram is the weighted sum of the values in the original spectrogram, however it does not
know which values were originally populated. An example would be a filter being applied
to these three bins with values {3,0,1} and with a filter {0.5, 1, 0.5}. The resulting bin will
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contain the value 3*0.5 + 0*1 + 1*0.5 = 2. When the inverse filter (in this example we just
reuse the same filter) is applied it will populate all the three bins with these values {0.5*2,
1*2, 0.5*2} = {1, 2, 1}. As can be seen this operation does not consider that some bins will
be unpopulated in the orignal spectrogram, and the spectrogram produced by the method
can therefore have many artifacts. However, this is an issue that is not easy to solve and is
outside the scope of the project, though it is important to mention it.
Once a spectrogram, or mel spectrogram, has been created there are many different
methods of processing it and retrieving information from it. One of those methods is
called spectral clustering.
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Chapter 3

Analysis
3.1

Deep clustering: Discriminative embeddings for segmentation and separation

This paper [24] tries to handle the difficult problem of blind single-channel speech separation. Their approach is to combine neural networks and clustering to assign the bins of
a spectrogram to the speaker who "dominates" that bin. They call this "deep clustering".
Specifically this works by first analyzing the sound using STFT and then fitting that spectrogram to the mel scale to reduce the dimensionality of the frequency bins. The STFT uses
a square root Hann window with a window length of 32ms and a hop length of 8ms. The
log of the magnitude of each bin is also taken and used instead of the magnitude in the
spectrogram. During training the spectrogram is passed through a threshold filter which
multiplies all bins under the threshold by 0 and all others by 1. This reduces noisiness in
the spectrogram and reduces the risk of noisy miss-classification during training time.
The reduced spectrogram is then split up into 100 frame segments that do not overlap
which are then used as input for a neural network. This neural networks consists of two
600 unit BLSTM layers, one used as the input layer and the other as an intermediate layer,
and a dense layer as the output layer with N units, where N is the desired embedding
dimension. This step creates an N dimensional embedding for each time-frequency (TF) bin which is then used by the clustering algorithm. The goal is to cluster all bins
that belong to each speaker into separate clusters. The algorithm used during training
is k-means, however any clustering algorithm can be used during testing. After this has
been done for all the 100 frame segments, the algorithm is done and the separated bins
can be used to reconstruct the audio in separate channels. This is done using the phase
information from the original spectrogram and doing an inverse STFT with that and the
separated bins. However during training this introduces the permutation problem when
trying to calculate the loss of the model as the clusters are not in any particular order and
therefore it is unknown which cluster corresponds to which original source. However only
25
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two and three sources are used for training and therefore only two and six permutations
respectively are needed to find the right cluster source match.

Figure 3.1: The deep clustering model, taken from [66]

The network outputs an embedding matrix the paper calls V ∈ RFT × D , where FT is the
frequency and time, and D is the embedding dimension, this is the matrix that is used for
clustering. The algorithm also has access to an ideal binary mask Y∈ RFT ×C , where FT is
still frequency and time, but C is the number of sources. Because the two matrices are of
different dimensions on one axis they cannot be multiplied directly to get a loss function,
they first need to be made into their affinity matrix forms, A and Â. This is done like this
A = Y ∗ YT

(3.1)

Â = V ∗ V T

(3.2)

This makes both A and Â into A∈ RFT × FT and thus they can be multiplied to make a
cost function for the network, which the paper calls CY (V). The paper states that turning
the Y into an affinity matrix also has the added bonus of making it permutation invariant,
meaning the permutation problem is solved during training.
CY (V ) = || Â − A||2F = ||V ∗ V T − Y ∗ Y T ||2F

(3.3)
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Where the ||A||2F of a matrix is the squared Frobenius norm. The paper also proves
that this calculation can be further reduced by considering that the problem is low-rank
since Y is very sparse. This can improve the performance very much since constructing
the A∈ RFT × FT is no longer necessary and can instead be a A∈ RD× D for the V matrix and
the Y matrix can be A∈ RC×C , where both C and D are significantly smaller than FT. This
conjecture leads to a cost function in the form of
CY (V ) = ||V T ∗ V ||2F − 2 ∗ ||V T ∗ Y ||2F + ||Y T ∗ Y ||2F

(3.4)

This function bypasses the miss-match in dimension between V and Y by only summing
their Frobenius norms, and only multiplying them along their shared FT axis. As said
before this formulation leads to dense low rank matrices that adequately capture the sparse
structures of V and Y.
An efficient gradient calculation is also derived from equation 3.4
∂CY (V )
= 4 ∗ V ( V T ∗ V ) − 4 ∗ Y (Y T ∗ V )
∂V T

(3.5)

These equations, 3.4 and 3.5, are the loss and gradient calculations used for the training of
the model in the paper.
The model is trained on the WSJ0 dataset and reaches a SDR of 6.61dB. The SDR calculation used is from [61], seen in section 2.1.3. Before training, all sounds in the dataset are
downsampled to 8KHz. Two or more words from the two same speakers are found and
mixed together at -5dB to 5dB SNR, before being processed by the spectrogram process described above. For the implementation of the network, the paper uses the CURRENNT[70]
python library.

3.2

Single-Channel Multi-Speaker Separation using Deep Clustering

This work [30] is an extension of [25, 24] and suggests some improvements that can make
the algorithm better as a whole. The main improvements come in the training procedure
of the model, where the paper suggests that global mean-variance normalization is done
on the STFT spectrogram as a preprocessing step before using it as input to the model.
They also suggest that a curriculum learning-like aproach is used where the model is
first trained with 100 frame windows of the spectrogram as in the original paper and then
trained with 400 frame windows. This will increase the temporal resolution of the network
without increasing training-time significantly. The third suggestion is that dropout is used
in the BLSTM layers to allow for a higher initial learning rate while preventing overfitting.
However this is a known problem in LSTM’s, that they do not respond well to traditional
dropout methods as it can interfere with the memory module. The way this is avoided is
to only use dropout on specific connections within the LSTM cells, like output and input
channels, and in this way the memory module of the cell is not disrupted[47, 73].
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This paper also defines SDR as scale invariant SNR, which is defined in equation 2.15.
Another suggestion by the paper is not to the training procedure but to the model itself.
This involved doubling the amount of BLSTM layers to 4 however halving the amount of
nodes in each layer to 300. This was tested against the old model and Another suggestion
by the paper is not to the training procedure but to the model itself. This involved doubling
the amount of BLSTM layers to 4 however halving the amount of nodes in each layer to
300. This was tested against the old model and an improvement, of 8.6dB SDR, was found
in same-gender speech separation, in comparison to 7.4dB of the old model. However
no difference was found in different gender separation was achieved. The paper also
implements soft k-means clustering which uses a similar formula, equation 3.6 , to the
softmax function used in neural networks.
2

γi,c =

e − α | vi − µ c |
2
∑ c 0 e − α | vi − µ c0 |

(3.6)

Where i is the index of a point, c is a cluster index, α is some scalar, µ is the estimated
mean of cluster c and vi is the i’th datapoint of v. This soft k-means is done to get more
adjustable assignments of each T-F bin, as the old method is completely binary and nonadjustable.
The last improvement the paper proposes is an end-to-end approach where another
neural network is used instead of the clustering step. This network consists of two 300
unit BLSTM layers and a dense layer with a softmax actiavation function and N units,
where N is the number of sources in the audio. This approach sacrifices the versatility
of the unsupervised clustering, but gets better accuracy when the amount of sources is
known in return.
This paper does not have a figure of the model, however much of the structure is the
same as seen in figure 3.4. Only the mask inference head in the figure is not part of this
mode, and the input has two or more channels instead of one as in the figure.

3.3

Deep clustering with gated convolutional networks

This work [39] builds on [25] and [30] by using gated convolutional layers instead of the
BLSTM layers and the dense layer. Gated convolutional layers differ from regular layers
in that there is a second layer which also processes the input, which is called the gate.
This layer functions like the memory module of a LSTM, by regulating what information
is important and should be passed on. This gate uses a sigmoid activation function which
allows it to produce 0 values in neurons that are not important. Its output is then multiplied with the output of the regular layer and the product is passed to the next layer.
This can be seen in figure 3.2. The σ in the figure, is the sigmoid activation function, W
is the weight kernel of the layer, b is the bias, * is the convolution operator and ⊗ is a
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element-wise multiplication.

Figure 3.2: A gated convolutional layer, taken from [39]

The paper evaluates multiple different versions of the model, a bottleneck structure,
like an auto-encoder, and a dialated convolution structure. It also tests 1D and 2D convolutions to see which produce the best results. It found that 2D convolutions with a dialated
structure were the best, however they did not reach the same SDR levels as [24] or [30].

3.4

Multi-Channel Deep Clustering: Discriminative Spectral and
Spatial Embeddings for Speaker-Independent Speech Separation

This paper [66] seeks to improve the deep clustering performance by moving away from
single-channel separation, and adding more channels. The paper states that adding more
channels will provide additional phase information that can be used to distinguish sources
more easily. However, the paper does not simply give the extra channels as input to the
network, instead a series of spatial features are extracted from the channels and given
to the network along with the mel log magnitude spectrogram of one channel. The features are called the inter-channel phase/time/level difference (IPD, ITD, ILD). The paper
also states that only IPD is used as the ITD and ILD are very unreliable when used on
reverberant recordings. The equation to calculate IPD is this
cosIPD (t, f , p, q) = cos(θt, f ,p,q )

(3.7)

sinIPD (t, f , p, q) = sin(θt, f ,p,q )

(3.8)

θt, f ,p,q = ∠xt, f ,p − ∠xt, f ,q

(3.9)

where ∠xt, f ,p and ∠xt, f ,p are the phase of the time, t, and frequency, f, bin in two channels,
p and q.
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Figure 3.3: Multi-channel deep clustering model, taken from [66]

As can be seen in figure 3.3 is that the IPD, denoted as spatial(xt ), is added on as an
extra channel in the input. This IPD can be cosIPD, sinIPD or both, and all three of these
possibilities are tested in the paper. The paper uses the WSJ0-2mix speech dataset. For
training the sounds from the database were downsampled to 8KHz and mixed together at
SNR’s of -5dB to 5dB. These mixtures were also passed through a room impulse response
generator, which simulated reverberance. The STFT used to generate the spectrograms
had a window size of 32 ms and a hop length of 8 ms. This was then passed through a
mel filterbank with 129 filters, and the log magnitude of the spectrogram was taken.
The model itself used 4 BLSTM layers with 600 units and 1 dense layer with an unknown
amount of units, presumably 10 as that was the best performing size from previous papers.
The segments of spectrogram used for the training of the model were 400 frames long, as
opposed to the 100 used in [24]. The paper achieved 12.9dB SDR by adding both cosIPD
and sinIPD as inputs for sounds made in an anechoic environment with 2 channels. For
reverberant recordings the paper achieved 8.9dB, 9.3dB, 9.4dB SDR with 2, 3 and 4 channels
respectively, also by adding cosIPD and sinIPD as inputs.
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Deep Clustering And Conventional Networks For Music Separation: Stronger Together

This paper [43] builds on [30] by proposing a network structure that has two "heads", one
being the original clustering step, while the other is a fully connected layer with a softmax
function. This structure can be seen in figure 3.4. By training the body of the network with
a combination of the loss from those two heads the network achieves performance greater
than either method on their own. As in [25] they define their deep clustering loss function
as in equation 3.3, which they call LDC . However for the softmax head they define the loss
as the magnitude spectrum approximation (MSA)[28, 13]
L MSA =

∑ || R(c) − M(c)
c

S||22

(3.10)

where M(c) is the estimated mask for source C, S is the original signal and R(c) is the true
signal for source C. || A||22 is the squared L2 euclidean norm of the matrix. However, the
paper states that this is not a reliable loss function as the magnitude of S might be smaller
than the magnitude of R(c) as there might be destructive interference in S from the other
sources. This means that the loss function can never truly 0 as M(c) is only between 0 and
1, and therefore cannot make up for the lower magnitude of S in the subtraction. As a
result the paper proposes another loss function
LmMSA =

∑ ||(O(c) − M(c) )
c

S||22

(3.11)

Where O(c) is a reference mask such that O(c) S ≈ R(c) . In this way M can converge to O
smoothly with no fear of getting stuck at some point. However this also creates a problem
for the accuracy of the algorithm. The generated single source audio will always contain
destructive interference from the other sources, because of the network being trained with
a loss that converges to an approximation of the true source signal, instead of the signal
itself.
They define the total loss of the network as
LCH I = α ∗

L DC
+ (1 − α) ∗ L MI
TF

(3.12)

where L MI is the loss of the softmax head and α is some scalar between 0 and 1. This
allows the network to be trained either fully on clustering, α = 1, or on softmax, α = 0,
or somewhere in between. The paper is evaluated on the DSD100 dataset and formerly
public iKala dataset. Before evaluation the songs are downsampled to 16KHz and then
analyzed by an STFT with a 512 sample window size and 128 sample hop length. This
spectrogram is then filtered with a mel filterbank with 150 filters. The network used 4
BLSTM with 500 units and a dense layer with 20 units, each head used dense layers with
D units, where D is the embedding dimension, and the MI head used another dense layer
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Figure 3.4: The chimera model, taken from [43]

with C units, where C is the number of sources. For training the rmsprop[23] algorithm
was used. As a performance measurement they used SDR, which they defined as scale
invariant SNR, seen in equation 2.15. The paper obtains a 10.8dB instrument separation
and a 6.6dB vocal separation on the iKala dataset, and a 7.9dB instrument and 5.5 vocal
separation on the DSD100 dataset.

3.6

Alternative Objective Functions for Deep Clustering

This paper [67] builds on [43] by suggesting new loss functions for the model, while
retaining the structure of the model. The paper suggests that a graph Laplacian distance
can be used as a loss function for the deep clustering head, which takes this form
−1

−1

L(Y, V ) = ||V T ∗ DV−1 ∗ V ||2F + C − 2 ∗ ||V T ∗ DV 2 ∗ DY 2 ∗ Y ||2F

(3.13)

Where V is FT × K embedding matrix, where FT is the number of time-frequency bins
in the spectrogram and K is the embedding dimension, and Y is the FT × C ideal binary
mask matrix, where C is the number of sources.
And DV = diag(V ∗ V T ∗ 1) and DY = diag(Y ∗ Y T ∗ 1). The paper states that this function
will help normalize the clusters that k-mean will form as it compares the graph Laplacian
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of the embeddings to that of the true clusters.
The paper also suggests that deep linear discriminant analysis (deep-LDA) could be
used to condition the embeddings. This could be done using this equation
∑Cc=1 ∑i,yi ,c=1 (vi − v̂(c) )2
L(Y, V ) =
∑i (vi − v̂)2

(3.14)

where vi is an element in V, v̂ is the mean of all the embeddings and v̂(c) is the mean of the
embeddings belonging to source c. The paper states that this loss focuses on the ratio of
within-class variance, which is in the nominator of the equation, to global variance, which
is the denominator. The objective here is to have low within-class variance while having
large global variance to ensure that embeddings from different classes are not close.
For the mask inference head of the network, the paper suggests a new loss function
that does not use an approximate mask like in equation 3.11, but rather accounts for the
difference in phase between the source and the mixture. This is done using phase sensitive
spectrum approximation[36] and the paper truncates this to between 0 and |X|, where X
is the mixture signal. They call this tPSA and the equation is this
L MI,tPSA = min ∑ || M̂c ◦ | X | − T0 (|sπ(c) |◦cos(θX −θπ
|X|

π∈P c

(c)

) ||

2

(3.15)

Where, as said, X is the mixture signal, P is the possible permutations of the sources
|X|
and predicted signals, π is a single permutation, M̂c is the generated binary mask, T0 ( X )
is the truncation operation, sπ(c) is clean source c in permutation π and θ X is the phase of
signal X.
Models with the new loss functions were trained on the WSJ0-2mix dataset, which
underwent the same pre-processing steps as [43]. They achieved a SDR of 11.5 dB using
the tPSA method. For this result they also experimented with the griffin-lim algorithm[19]
and the MISI algorithm [20], both for phase reconstruction. These algorithms are much
better for reconstructing the source signal, than simply using the original phase of the bin
in the mixture spectrogram, as [24] and [43] do.

3.7

End-to-End Speech Separation with Unfolded Iterative Phase
Reconstruction

Based on the findings of [67] this paper [69] sought to find a better way of reconstructing
the original phase of the source signal. To do this it proposes a model based on the MISI
algorithm [20], where instead of using the iSTFT operations as an algorithm, they are used
as a deterministic layer in the model which can be backpropagated through. The model is
seen in figure 3.5, where the chimera model can be seen at the bottom, and the iterative
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phase reconstruction is seen above.

Figure 3.5: The iterative phase reconstruction chimera model, taken from [20]

The MISI algorithm works by continuously computing the iSTFT of the sources and
compare their sum to the mixture signal, the resulting signal of this operation is then
divided by the number of sources to create an average. After this is done it is added to
each other the estimated signals and the phase of that signal is calculated. The iSTFT of
this new signal with the new phase is then calculated and the process is repeated. This is
called an iteration, and the more iterations the better. In the model an iteration corresponds
to one of the layers seen in the top of figure 3.5, the more iterations, the more layers. This
model was trained on the WSJO-2mix dataset, with the same preprocessing steps as [43].
The model used 4 BLSTMs with 600 units in each direction, on 400 frame segments of the
log mel magnitude spectrograms. As an optimizer this paper used ADAM[35]. The best
results came by using 5 of the phase reconstruction layers, and resulted in a 13.2 dB SDR
and 12.8 dB SI-SNR.

3.8. TaSNet: Time-Domain Audio Separation Network for Real-Time, Single-Channel Speech
Separation
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TaSNet: Time-Domain Audio Separation Network for RealTime, Single-Channel Speech Separation

TaSNet [42] is a model developed to handle time-domain audio separation, as opposed
to frequency domain separation done in deep clustering and most other recent state-ofthe-art methods. This was done because time-domain separation affords near real-time
separation, if the sample duration needed for the model is low enough. This paper states
that this method can achieve state-of-the-art separation using only 5ms samples, which is
low enough latency to be considered real-time.
The model does this by estimating the mixture matrix of the sources in the sample,
just like ICA and other matrix factorization methods. It’s advantage is that only a single
channel is required for this method, while other methods require equal or more channels
than sources to work. The model is based on the idea that any signal can be split into basic
signal components, and that these components can be added together to create any part
of the signal, such as an individual source. The challenge is the find the basis signals and
the mixture matrix for them.
The model has four steps; preprocessing,encoding, separation and decoding as can be seen
in figure 3.6.
In the preprocessing step, the signal is divided into K non-overlapping L length segments
which are then each fed to the network.
The encoding stage contains a 1D gated convolutional layer which finds an embedding
for the signal, which is then passed on to the separation stage. This part of the model
contains LSTM layers, and a dense layer, whose task it is to find the mixture weights for
the basis signals that will be generated in the decoding module. The LSTM layers have
skip connections every two layers, such that information is retained more easily between
them. It is unclear what the structure of decoding module actually is, the paper simply
states that 1D convolutions are used to create the basis signals. It is therefore assumed that
by this the paper means that 1D convolutional layers get the signal input from the start of
the network, and generate new basis signals based on this. These basis signals are then
multiplied by the weights found by the separation stage, and summed together to create
the two source signals.
This method uses SI-SNR as a loss function, seen in equation 2.15 and uses permutation
invariant training[72] to handle the permutation problem. The model uses 4 LSTM layers
with 1000 neurons, and 1000 neurons for the dense layer as well. The paper also suggests
that BLSTMs with 500 neurons can be used, however that removes the real-time capabilities
of the model. The model was trained on the WSJ0-2mix dataset, which was downsampled
to 8KHz as a preprocessing step, and the sounds were mixed at 0dB to 5dB SNR. An
ADAM[35] optimizer with a learning rate of 3e−4 was used for training. The LSTM model
reached a SDR of 8.0dB which is better than the original deep clustering paper [24], and
the BLSTM model reached 11.1dB SDR, which is better than the Chimera model[43].
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Figure 3.6: The TasNet model, taken from [42]

3.9

FurcaNet: An end-to-end deep gated convolutional, long shortterm memory, deep neural networks for single channel speech
separation

This paper [57] seeks to solve the single channel blind source separation problem in the
time-domain like TasNet[42]. It does this by using a network consisting of 5 1D gated
convolutional layers, the internal structure of which is shown in figure 3.2, followed by
two LSTM layers and two dense layers. Between all the gated convolutional layers are
batch-normalization sections that prevent overfitting. For training the paper uses what it
calls the "utterance-level SDR" (uSDR). The equations for this are
x̂ =

< x, s >
x
< x, x >

e = x̂ − s

(3.16)
(3.17)

< x̂, x̂ >
)
(3.18)
< e, e >
where s is the predicted signal and x is the clean source. Equation 3.18 is actually the same
as equation 2.15, as < x, x >= || x || ∗ || x || ∗ cos(0) = || x ||2 . And since equation 3.16 and
equation 2.16 are the same too, it can be concluded that uSDR is simply SI-SNR.
The model was trained on the WSJ0-2mix dataset, downsampled to 8KHz, with an
ADAM[35] optimizer. The 1D gated convolution layers had kernel sizes of 1000, while the
BLSTM layers contained 1000 neurons in each direction, and the dense layers contained
2000 neurons each. The model reached an SDR of 13.3dB.
uSDR = 10log10 (
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Singing voice separation with deep U-Net convolutional networks

This paper [31], seeks to find the ideal binary mask of a spectrogram. It does this using
a deep convolutional network that has nearly the same hourglass structure as an autoencoder, however this network uses skip connections between the downsampling layers and
the upsampling layers. It does this to retain information throughout the network, and thus
make it easier for the upsampling layers to reconstruct the information and find the ideal
binary mask. These skip connections go all the way through the network and "binds" it
together into a "U" shape. There is also a skip connection from the input to the last layer of
the model, which allows the network to focus on finding the best embedding space to store
information about the different sources in, without having to focus on storing information
for reconstructing the whole spectrogram. All the convolutional layers used a 5 × 5 kernel,
and the downsampling layers used a stride of 2 to halve the image in each direction each
layer, but each layer also outputted double the amount of input channels. Except for the
input layer, which outputted 16 channels.

Figure 3.7: The U-net model, taken from [31]

The model was trained on a dataset that is not publicly available, generated in the
paper [29]. This dataset consisted of songs from Spotify, and their instrumental versions,
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which made it possible to separate the vocals from the instruments, and made it the biggest
dataset of its kind. The model was evaluated on the MedleyDB and iKala datasets. It used
the normalized SDR (NSDR) as a performance measure together with SIR and SAR. NSDR
is calculated as
NSDR(Se , Sc , Sm ) = SDR(Se , Sc ) − SDR(Sm , Sc )
(3.19)
Where Se is the estimated signal, Sc is the clean source signal c and Sm is the mixture
signal. This is in some way another way to phrase the original definition of noise and
SNR in equations 2.8 and 2.11, where interference from other signals is not included in
the noise. Here the interference from other sources is counted in the second term and
subtracted from the first term to leave only distortion caused by noise and artifacts.
All the tracks from the datasets were downsamples to 8KHz before being analyzed by
a STFT with window size 1024 samples and 768 sample hop length, giving 512 bins per
time-frame. 128 time-frames were given to the network at a time. The network reached
a mean NSDR of 11.094dB for vocals and 14.435dB for instruments, on the MedleyDB
dataset, compared to 8.749dB vocals and 11.626dB instruments of the Chimera model.

3.11

Wave-U-Net: A Multi-Scale Neural Network for End-to-End
Audio Source Separation

This paper [58] is an extension of the U-net structure proposed in [31]. The paper proposes
new configurations of the model and how to apply it to a waveform instead of a spectrogram, as the original paper did. This was motivated by other papers such as TasNet [42,
44], which utilizes the waveforms perfect phase information to achieve state-of-the-art results in BSS separation. However, this paper does not generate intermediate waveforms
and weights like TasNet, but rather keeps all information internal in the models 1D convolutional layers. This is also the biggest change to the original U-net model, the use of 1D
convolutional layers, as opposed to the original 2D layers. Only 1D convolutional layers
are required since the waveform is only 1D, and not like the 2D spectrogram used as input
for the U-net.
Like U-net, the Wave-U-Net continuously halves the input size, but adds more channels. This process is lossy, as the the amount of channels are not always doubled between
layers, meaning that the final latent space is much smaller than the initial input. For
an input of size R16384×1 the output of the final downsampling layer will be R4×288 , for
a Wave-U-Net with 12 downsampling layers, and an additional 24 channels per layer of
downsampling. This is a latent size of 1152 points, in comparison to the 16384 input points.
The benefit of this reduction is that it reduces memory size of the model, while it is assumed that the latent space will still contain enough information to reconstruct the sources.
The paper also suggests ways to improve the upsampling steps, as it is suspected
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Figure 3.8: The Wave-U-Net model, taken from [58]

the traditional transposed convolutional technique used in other papers produces highpitched noise in the final output. Instead of upsampling the paper suggests that linear
interpolation is used. The paper also states that this interpolation might not be an ideal
solution as it is unknown if the latent space between layers is linear or convex. Therefore the paper also proposes that learned interpolations could be used instead, to ensure
that the latent space geometry is considered when interpolating. The proposed learned
interpolation equation takes this form
f t+0.5 = σ(w)

f t + (1 − σ(w))

f t +1

(3.20)

Where σ(w) is a sigmoid activation function with w parameters. This makes non-linear
interpolation possible and ensures that the upsampling will always generate latent points
that make sense.
Multiple different sizes of input to the network were tested, from 16384 samples to
233459 samples. It was also tested whether or not having more input samples than expected output samples would be beneficial. This was done because having more context
might enable the network to make a more accurate prediction about the samples in the
middle of the signal.
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The network was trained on the MUSDB dataset and evaluated on the MUSDB and
CCMixter datasets, all of which were downsampled to 22050 Hz as a preprocessing step.
The network was trained with one less output than there were sources, as the last source
could be seen as the mixture signal minus the sum of the other estimated signals.
The network was trained using a mean-squared-error (MSE) loss function, and an ADAM[35]
optimizer with learning rate 1e−4 and betas of β 1 = 0.5 and β 2 = 0.999. The paper states
that is defines one epoch as 2000 "iterations", though it is unclear what is meant by this.
Most likely it is 2000 samples, which is actually not a lot when considering some of the
sample lengths used, since 2000 * 16384 samples at 22050 Hz sampling rate corresponds to
roughly 25 minutes of audio. Compared to the 10 hours and 30 hours of audio per epoch
used by other papers [24].
The paper found that using more samples as input than what is required for the output
increased the performance of the model. The best model got a mean vocal separation SDR
of 0.65dB and a mean instrumental SDR of 11.85dB.

3.12

Final Problem Specification

Based on these papers it was seen that FurcaNet reached very good results by combining
convolutional layers and BLSTM layers. It was also seen that Wave-U-Net and Chimera
had similar ideas of giving the input of the network to the output, and have it modulated
by the output in some way. The Wave-U-Net had a connection to the output layer from
the input, such that it was processed in the last convolutional layer of the network, while
Chimera predicted a mask which was used on the input mel spectrogram. This ensures
that the network finds ways to modulate the input instead of training to reconstruct it,
which makes training the model easier.
This trend of combining LSTM/BLSTM layers and convolutional layers was also seen in
TasNet, where it also performed very well.
All the above lead to the conclusion that a new network should be constructed that works
with these concepts, by combining the spatial resolution of convolutional nets with the
temporal resolution of BLSTM layers, and having these layers interconnected, which can
greatly benefit the separation of sources. If this network is similar to another state of
the art structure then it should also make use of one of the loss functions that has been
successfully used by that paper. This is because having different loss functions were shown
to have a great effect on the SDR the model could achieve, and if the model structures are
similar, using a loss that is good for one will be good for the other.
It was also decided that the most interesting problem to work on would be signing voice
separation, and musical separation in general, as it is a field that could also be used to
separate a human voice from any given background signal, thus it can have many different
applications.

Chapter 4

Implementation
In this chapter the proposed model, HydraNet, will be discussed and implemented. This
model will be the combination of two other models, Chimera [43] and Wave-U-Net [58].
The HydraNet is based on these models as they are both state-of-the-art models that solve
similar problems with good results. They also both contain elements described in section
3.12. Wave-U-Net uses convolutional layers to seperate a signal, while Chimera uses LSTM
layers to generate embeddings for a spectrogram which separates it into spectrograms for
each source. Wave-U-Net is also structured like an auto-encoder, in that there is a defined
place in the model for the latent space, where LSTM layers can be added to add to that
latent space and make it a better representation of the audio. By doing this it is expected
that the separation of the model will surpass that of both Chimera and Wave-U-Net.
For the purpose of implementing HydraNet, both the Chimera model and Wave-UNet will be implemented first, such that it is certain that those models are accurate before
combining them to HydraNet.

4.1

Environment, Libraries And System

For this project it was decided to use the programming language Python, version 3.5, for
the implementation of the models. This language was chosen due to its large user-base
and its big selection of libraries. The libraries used for this project were Numpy, Librosa,
Scikit-learn, Tensorflow, Keras and PyTorch 1.0.1, together with visualisation libraries such
as Matplotlib and Tensorboard. Only Numpy, Librosa and PyTorch were used for the final
implementation, however Tensorflow, Scikit-learn and keras were used for experimentation during the project development phase.
All computation will be done on this system. CPU work will be done on a quadcore
Intel i5-4690K 3.60 GHz processor1 with 16 GB of RAM. All GPU work is done on a
1 ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/80811/intel-core-i5-4690k-processor-6m-cache-up-to-

3-90-ghz.html
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NVIDIA GTX 9702 with 4 GB of GDDR5 VRAM and 1664 CUDA cores at 1.05 GHz.

4.1.1

Tensorflow and Keras

Tensorflow is a machine learning library made by Google, which has many optimizations
of tensor operations to make training models faster. It also has integration with NVIDIA’s
CUDA toolbox/drivers for GPU computation, meaning it can take advantage of the heavily paralellized processing capabilities of the GPU to optimize tensor operations even more.
Tensorflow allows for fast computation of tensor operations such as dot products and matrix multiplications, which are heavily used in most neural networks and other machine
learning techniques.
Tensorflow has a deferred execution style that is very different to Python’s normal eager execution. This means that in Tensorflow a model is first defined by defining each
layer as an object with certain hyper-parameters, such as number of nodes in the layer and
the shape of the input. Then the connections between these layers is defined, together with
other operations, such as activation functions, that should be done on the output of the
layers. After this is done the computation graph, i.e. the graph of dataflow through the
model, has been defined and data can be given to the model. This is deffered execution as
the same functions are called multiple times in different contexts and give different outputs as a result. During the second stage, the compilation of the computation graph, no
data is actually flowing in the model and the only information each function is getting is
the meta-data about the layer or function it is supposed to operate on. This means that a
sigmoid activation function will first be given the meta-data about the layer it is supposed
to operate on, and then it will be given the output of that layer once data has been given
to the model.
Keras is a higher level library that can operate with multiple different backend libraries
such as Tensorflow or Theano. It allows for single line definitions of layers with activation
functions and is therefore very useful for increasing the understandability of the model. It
also has an optimized workflow for creating sequential models, as it can then take care of
the definition of the dataflow through the model, by itself. This makes it a very popular
library to use in conjunction with Tensorflow, or other supported libraries, and ensures
that most sequential models will be immediately understandable for other users.

4.1.2

PyTorch

PyTorch is similar to Tensorflow, however it is different in some key aspects. PyTorch uses
same deferred execution style as Tensorflow, but it also uses a dynamic model definition
style. This means that an initial model is first defined, it is then executed on some data and
2 www.geforce.com/hardware/desktop-gpus/geforce-gtx-970/specifications
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provides some resulting prediction that can be used for loss calculation and backpropagation. After this is done, the model can be changed and be executed again on other data.
Before this execution, PyTorch will recompute the graph structure, with respect to the input shape, and execute this new graph structure. This is very different to Tensorflow’s
single definition approach, where the model is defined once and if anything about input
changes then the graph breaks. The dynamic nature of PyTorch is especially useful when
it comes to RNN layers, as it allows the structure to adapt to variable length time series,
and with convolutional layers it allows for some differently shaped images to be computed
by the same network structure. However, it is also something to be kept in mind when
minimizing run-time, as it adds overhead to the model execution by continuous graph
re-definition.
Another benefit of PyTorch’s dynamic nature is that data is easily accessible, it can be
manipulated by other libraries, such as numpy, and it can be reentered into the graph at
any point one wants. Any tensor can also be moved freely between the CPU and the GPU,
provided that the GPU has CUDA. This can be used to integrate a CPU method into an
efficient GPU graph structure.

4.2
4.2.1

Chimera network Implementation
Tensorflow and Keras Implementation

After the analysis it was decided that the Chimera network model[43], should be reimplemented. Other implementations were available online, however a re-implementation
would give more knowledge about the model, and enable further development on the
model. It was also decided that Tensorflow and Keras should be used for this implementation. This was due to the fact that other Python implementations of Chimera network
had been found online, all of which used Tensorflow and Keras.
The main Python Chimera network implementation that was found, was from Github user
"arity-r"3 who was initially believed to be one of the authors of the paper. Because of this,
this implementation was used as a reference for the initial re-implementation.
Initially it was believed that the k-means clustering step, described in the Chimera network and Deep Clustering papers[43, 24], was vital to the training of the model, and to the
loss function described in [24]. To integrate the k-means into the Tensorflow computation
graph was conceptually difficult, and it was therefore decided that this approach should
be avoided.
It was found that there were some key differences between the model described in [43]
and the implementation by "arity-r". The most major difference were the shape of the input
to the model and the structure of an intermediate layer immediately after the bi-directional
3 https://github.com/arity-r/ChimeraNet
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LSTMs. As can be seen in figure 4.1a the input to the model is of size RFT ×1 , where FT
is the size of the flattened mel spectrogram with F frequency bins and T time-steps. This
means that when this is passed through an LSTM, each FT index will be treated as a timestep and an embedding is created such that the output of the LSTM is RFT × L , where L is
the amount of neurons in the LSTM.

Figure 4.1: (a) is the original chimera model, (b) is the modified chimera model.

In figure 4.1b it can be seen that the input to the model is of size RT × F meaning that
the output of the LSTM layer will be RT × L , where F is the number of frequency bins, T is
the number of time-steps and L is the number of neurons in the LSTM. This is a significant
loss of information, compared to the original structure, which is why the model needs
an additional layer to reconstruct this information. This additional layer is the one seen
in figure 4.1b right after the bi-directional LSTM (BLSTM) layers . This layer utilizes F
different densely connected channels to construct an embedding for each frequency bin in
each time-step. Each dense module takes in the L values for each time-step and outputs D
values, where D is the embedding dimension, thus generating a RT × F× D space when the
outputs are concatenated on the second dimension. Because this is a three dimensional
space and the cost functions need a two dimensional input space, this output is flattened
in the first two dimensions before being passed on in the model.
These deviations from the model lead to the decision to change from Tensorflow to
PyTorch, where no other implementations of Chimera network were available but the
integration of k-means clustering into the training graph would be possible.
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PyTorch Implementation

As said earlier in the description of PyTorch, the advantage of PyTorch over Tensorflow
is its flexibility in graph construction and data handling. It is the ability to convert tensors into numpy arrays and back into tensors, that allows PyTorch to handle integration
of k-means clustering into the training graph. This ability was utilized in the initial implementation of the original Chimera network structure. The model is the one seen in
figure4.1a, with a flattening layer in the beginning to reshape the RT × F mel spectrograms
into a flat series of RTF×1 . This flat spectrogram was then used as input into the BLSTM
layers with 600 units in each direction, which was connected to another similar LSTM
layer, after which a time-distributed dense layer created embeddings of size D for each of
the TF points.
However, it was found that this model was very memory intensive due to how BLSTMs,
and LSTMs in general, process data. As discussed in section 2.2.3 a BLSTM outputs a
vector of size RT ×2L where L is the amount of LSTM units in one direction. This is because
each input is processed by two LSTM units, and the outputs are concatenated into one
output vector. It also means that when two BLSTMs are connected, and they have the
same amount of units, amount of connections between them will be RT ×4L , since each of
the outputs of the first BLSTM will be connected to two units in the next BLSTM. In practise
this means that if two connected BLSTMs each have 600 units, the space between them will
be of size 2400. If we also consider the length of the time series, 100 × 150 in this case, we
can see that space between the two BLSTMs must reach R15000×2400 . When the byte size of
data types is considered, in this case 4 byte floats are used, then we can calculate that this
space will fill 144MB in memory. This is for a single sample, not considering the size of all
the weights in each BLSTM, or the size of the spaces in the rest of the network. The size
of this space limits the batch size to 3 samples, on the GPU described in section 4.1. It was
also observed that for a single batch of 3 samples, the time to execute the model and do
backpropagation was on average around 55 seconds. This means that for a dataset of 1600
samples, the average epoch time would be around 24 hours. Of course the average batch
run time was only based on less than 10 batches, and is therefore not the true average run
time, though it is a good enough estimate.
Loss Functions
This implementation used the same loss functions as described in [43] and [24]. However
the modified mask inference loss function loss function described in [43] cause problems
as it was not clear how exactly it should be calculated. This is the loss function in equation
3.11. The confusion stemmed from the calculation of O, the modified ideal ratio mask, as
there are multiple ways to calculate it. The problem is that when sources have the same
magnitude in a frequency bin, but opposite phases, then in the mixture spectrogram this
bin will have 0 magnitude as the two sources cancel out, but the two source magnitudes
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have to be reconstructed as a ratio of the mixture spectrogram magnitude in that bin. This
is a problem as that is not possible. In the less extreme case where the sources don not
quite cancel out, but just produce a mixture magnitude that is lower than on one of the
sources, this source cannot be reconstructed as a ratio of the mixture magnitude below
1. This is the problem that O seeks to rectify as it is supposed to be a ratio mask of the
mixture which approximates the source, but does not reconstruct it fully. However, as
stated there are multiple ways of calculating this O, but the paper does not state which
they use. In implementation the O was calculated as this
Rc =

Sc
Sm

(4.1)

where Rc is the ideal ratio mask for source C, Sc is the spectrogram of source c and Sm is
the spectrogram of the mixture
R2
O=
(4.2)
|| R||2
In this way O is the square of the normalized ideal ratio mask. The norm of R is taken
along the second dimension, as R is of size RFT ×C , where FT is the number of timefrequency bins and C is the number of sources. This normalization is done because, as
discussed before, some of the magnitudes of the sources might be bigger than the magnitude of the mixture, meaning that Rc might contain values that are bigger than 1. The
squared normalization ensures that proper fractions are created in every bin.
This might also create some artifacts in the training, because if more sources have
bigger magnitudes than the mixture, in the same bin, then those sources will be seen as
contributing only half or less to that bin. This is due to the normalization term.
Signal Reconstruction
The signal reconstruction is something that later papers[69, 45, 68] have worked on, by trying to more accurately reconstruct the original phases of each time-frequency bin. However, Chimera network simply uses an inverse mel-filterbank to translate the magnitude
mel-spectrogram back to a full magnitude spectrogram. The original phase of each bin,
from the original full spectrogram, is then applied to the magnitude spectrogram and the
inverse STFT is then taken of this. This is also the approach taken in this implementation.
It should be noted that this is a naive reconstruction that is guaranteed to cause errors
and artifacts in the reconstructed signal, due to limited phase information about the true
sources.

4.3

Wave-U-Net Implementation

Because Wave-U-Net’s structure was so simple and easily modifiable it was decided that
it should be re-implemented in PyTorch. This was also decided due to the insights that
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could be gained into the practical issues of the model, and how it could be optimized or
changed.

4.3.1

Model Structure

As stated before, PyTorch uses dynamic models and layers, meaning that convolutional
layers do not need to know the size of the sequence that they are processing, only the
number of input and output channels. This is also true for recurrent layers, however here
channels are exchanged for input feature size and number of recurrent units in the layer.
In a sequential model, convolutional layers in the middle of the model do not need a specified number of input channels, only output channels, as the amount of channels from
the previous layers is assumed to be the amount of input channels for the current layer.
However, in the case of Wave-U-Net this is not true and thus all input and output channels
have to be defined. For the downsampling layers this was done using an array, in which
a series of values could be defined manually if wanted. However, in this case a desired
channel increase per layer was chosen, and a simple algorithm was used to populate the
array with values incremented by this amount. This means that if a channel increase of 24
per layer was desired for a 3 layer model, the array would be "1, 24, 48, 72". The 1 is added
in the beginning of the array as an initial input channel size, and can be changed if more
channels are given as input.
To calculate the number of input and output channels of the convolutional layers in
the upsampling part of the network, the array storing the channels for the downsampling
network was reversed and doubled. Meaning that for a 3 layer model with a 24 channel
increase per layer the upsampling channel array would be "144, 96, 48, C", where C is
the number of output sources. This doubling is done due to the residual connections
from the downsampling to the upsampling layers, which concatenate the output of the
downsampling layer to the input of the upsampling layer, doubling the amount of channels
in the input.

4.3.2

Differences

This implementation does not use the proposed "learned upsampling" method from the
Wave-U-Net paper[58], and instead uses a linear interpolation upsampling method. Another key difference is that this implementation has C outputs, corresponding to the
amount of sources that should be separated, and not C-1 as the Wave-U-Net paper. This
was done so the difference in performance could be measured between the two approaches.
It also makes the model end-to-end, as all the sources are be generated directly by the
model. This is not true for the original Wave-U-Net as the last source was generated by
subtracting the sum of the model outputs from the mixture signal, thus the remaining
signal should be the last source.
This implementation also does not use the dialeted convolutional layers that the Wave-
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Figure 4.2: The Wave-U-Net Model

U-Net paper proposes for one of its model variations. This is due to the fact that this
model will be combined with the Chimera model, and thus the most simple version of the
Wave-U-Net model was wanted.

4.4

HydraNet Implementation

HydraNet is the main contribution this paper makes to the field of source separation. The
model was inspired by the Chimera networks use of BLSTM layers to expand a latent
space, to make it coherent over the time series, and the Wave-U-Net’s use of the time
domain representation of the signal as input. Thus the HydraNet was a combination of
the two networks.

4.4.1

Concept

It was observed, that the latent space generated at the "bottom", or middle, of the WaveU-Net was very similar in shape to the mel magnitude spectrogram used as input for the
Chimera Network. This is also true for the latent spaces in higher layers of the Wave-UNet model. Because of this similarity it was decided that the body of the Chimera network
should be inserted before the middle layer of the Wave-U-Net, taking input from the last
downsampling layer and outputting into the middle layer of the model. The idea was that
the Chimera network body would generate a latent space that was more coherent in time
than the space generated by the Wave-U-Net without dialated convolutional layers. It was
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also thought that BLSTM, and LSTM layers in general, would capture long term dependencies better than dialated convolutional layers, as the BLSTM layers process the entire
time series in one layer, while the dialated convolutions need many layers to process the
entire series. In this way BLSTMs will capture the time dependencies with a single pass
of the signal, while the dialated convolutions will need many layers to process the signal
before time dependencies can be found.

Figure 4.3: The full HydraNet model

In this HydraNet model the normal convolutional layers will find the short term dependencies of the signal while the BLSTM will capture the longer dependencies, that can
then be processed by the convolutional layers in the upsampling. This is also why BLSTMs
are used as opposed to LSTMs, as there might be critical information in the last part of the
signal which will help separation in the first part, and vice versa.

4.4.2

Implementation

The code and logic for the Wave-U-Net model was reused for this model, together with
the code for the first three layers of the Chimera network seen in figure 4.1b. This Chimera
model was used as it did not require flattening of the input before processing, making it
work well with the 2 dimensional input of the model. It was decided that two BLSTM
layers with 600 units would be used, however it was also decided that the following array
of dense layers was not needed, and that a single dense could be used instead. This was
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Figure 4.4: The short HydraNet model

because only a 2 dimensional output was desired, not a 3 dimensional output as the array
of dense layers would produce. The array of dense layers was designed such that from an
input of size RT × N , T is the amount of time-steps and N is the amount of BLSTM units, an
output of size RT × F× D could be constructed, where T is the same as before, F is the number of channels and D is the desired embedding dimension. However in this case only a
output of RT × F was desired, thus a timedistributed dense layer with F units could be used.
As with the Wave-U-Net model, this model was made to be easily re-sizable, with a
parameter for the amount of downsampling and upsampling layers, and a generated array
keeping track of the input and output channels for those layers. The BLSTM layers, and
timedistributed dense layer, also refer to this array for the size of their input and output
channels, thus keeping the model re-sizable. This also gives the opportunity to test different depths of the model.
A variant of the HydraNet was also created, which placed BLSTM layers before the first
downsampling layer, after the last upsampling layer, and after every two downsampling or
upsampling layers. This is called the "time sensitive HydraNet" as its goal is to more easily
capture long term dependencies. This architecture was chosen to allow for a shallower
network with less convolutional layers, and will therefore not be tested with more than 4
convolutional layers, which is the structure seen in figure 4.4

Chapter 5

Evaluation And Results
All the implemented models were evaluated using different optimizers, loss functions and
hyper-parameters, which were either based on the original papers of the models or found
by experiment. The dataset used for all three models was DSD100 [41], however Chimera
and the two other models have different preprocessing procedures that will be described
in their sections. The mir_eval [51] python library from MUSDB18 [59] was used for all
evaluation of the models.

5.1

Chimera Evaluation

Several tests were performed on the Chimera model. Two different loss functions were
tested for the binary mask head, mean squared error and the sparse matrix multiplication
loss described in [24]. For the mask inference head only a mean squared error was tested.
The model was also trained with three optimizers, stochastic gradient descent (SGD), rmsprop and ADAM. This was done as SGD and rmsprop were used by [24] for the deep
clustering model, and rmsprop was used by [43] for Chimera. ADAM was chosen as an
experiment to evaluate if a decay would increase the SDR or make training faster.

5.1.1

Data Preprocessing

All songs were loaded using the librosa [46] library, and the two channels of each "wav"
file were averaged to a single channel. The signals were also downsampled from a native
44.1KHz sampling rate to a 8KHz sampling rate. The source sound files for the instruments
were added together to create one instrumental track per song, and one vocal track. A
short time fourier transform (STFT) was then applied to the signals, with 1024 frequency
bins, and a mel-filter bank with 150 filters was applied to each spectrum to reduce the
number of bins to 150. A window size of 8 milliseconds was used for the STFT, with a hop
length of 4 milliseconds. The magnitude of the complex value in each bin in the resulting
mel spectrogram was then calculated to create a real-valued magnitude mel spectrogram.
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This spectrogram was then split into non-overlapping windows of 100 time-frames, like
[24] describes, and the resulting array of windows was saved as a numpy file for easy
access during training.

5.1.2

Training Procedure

abandoned. The second approach of using a non-flattened spectrogram was pursued instead. This model was trained with SGD and rmsprop to verify the results with both [24]
and [43], and with ADAM for experimentation. The models were trained until it was observed that training loss for one head had plateaued for 10 epochs. For SGD a learning
rate of 10−4 was used with a momentum of 0.9, based on the hyper-parameters used in
[24]. This was then trained for 70 epochs before training loss plateaued. For rmsprop a
learning rate of 10−4 was used with no other hyper-parameters. This was trained for 30
epochs. For ADAM a decay of 10−6 was used, with a delta1 of 0.5 and delta2 of 0.999. This
was trained for 70 epochs before training loss plateaued. The loss functions described in
section 4.2.2 were used for all training.

5.1.3

Results

All three models were used to predict the DSD100 test data, which was preprocessed in the
same manner as the training data- The resulting mel magnitude spectrograms, with 100
time-steps each, were recombined to their original length and their signals reconstructed
as described in section 4.2.2. This signal reconstruction step was also performed on the
clean sources, such that any detected SDR would be not be affected by the reconstruction
process. Results are reported for both original and reconstructed clean sources. The results

SGD
rmsprop
ADAM

Cl. Instruments
mean
SD
-21.58
5.67
-20.75
5.52
-20.77
5.53

Cl. Vocal
mean SD
-34.69 1.89
-34.68 1.90
-34.68 1.90

Gen. Instruments
mean
SD
-25.36
6.08
-25.42
6.58
-25.41
6.59

Gen. Vocals
mean SD
-29.80 8.05
-29.81 8.06
-29.81 8.07

Table 5.1: Chimera mean SDR (dB) and standard deviation (SD), Cl. is the results comparing to clean tracks
and Gen. is the results comparing to clean tracks that have been transformed to a mel spectrogram and
generated again in the same manner as the output of the model

of this network are not good, as higher SDR means a better separation, and these methods
produce results far below the 8.1dB instruments SDR and 6.1dB vocals SDR of the Chimera
paper[43]. It should also be noted that the "Gen." sources should be closer to the estimated
sources of the network, due to being processed by the same signal reconstruction method,
however the instrument tracks seem to produce worse results for the the Gen. sources than
the "Cl." sources. Though vocal seperation results are consistently higher when compared
to the "Gen." tracks rather than the "Cl." tracks. It can only be assumed that SDR calcu-
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lations cannot handle the added noise of the reconstruction method, in supposedly clean
sources.

5.2

Wave-U-Net Evaluation

The several versions of the Wave-U-Net model were trained using two different loss functions. The optimizer used was ADAM. The two loss functions were mean squared error
(MSE) and scale-invariant signal-to-noise-ratio (SI-SNR) which was used by TasNet [42]
and which is shown in section 3.8 equation 2.15. SI-SNR was not originally used as a loss
function in Wave-U-Net [58], however since the output of Wave-U-Net and TasNet is the
same, this loss function could be used to improve the performance of Wave-U-Net without changing the model structure. However, using SI-SNR as a loss function introduced
some restrictions on the training data. These restrictions were that no section of the audio
could be silent, else a negative infinity would be generated by the function, due to it being
a logarithmic function. This problem was handled during the preprocessing of the data.
All models described in this section used 12 downsampling and upsampling layers, and a
channel increment of 24.

5.2.1

Data Preprocessing And Generation

The data used for these models was also DSD100, as Chimera used. However, all songs
were resampled to 22KHz, as opposed to the 8KHz used by Chimera. For the MSE training data the songs were then split up into non-overlapping sections of size 16384, as that
was one of the sample sizes that worked well in the Wave-U-Net paper [58]. The paper
also described that using big sample sizes, over 100.000, improved performance, however
as seen with the Chimera network these sample sizes are very memory intensive and can
slow down training a lot. As with the Chimera network, the instrumental tracks were
added together to create a single instrumental track for each song. The vocal and instrumental tracks were then added at their native SNR, to create a mixture track. The arrays
of the slices of the instrumental, vocal and mixture tracks were then saved in numpy files
to make loading faster during training. This data will be called "sequential" data.
For the SI-SNR training data no silent sections could be present in either vocals or instruments, as is also described in the TasNet paper[42], thus all silent sections had to be
removed. As the TasNet paper also notes this is mostly a problem in the vocal tracks, as
there are often long breaks of silence between verses. Removing silent sections in the vocal
tracks was done with a simple onset detection algorithm. This algorithm calculated the
envelope of the signal, and found places where the value of that envelope was above or
below a threshold. The signals were normalized before this calculation to ensure that the
threshold value would produce good results for all signals. Once the vocals had been sep-
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arated they were saved in a numpy array file, and the same was done for the instrument
tracks.
During training these files were then loaded and all tracks that had a length below the
sample size were discarded. The sample size used for these experiments was 16384. After
tracks that were too short had been discarded, a random set of vocal and instrumental
tracks were chosen. For both the chosen vocal and instrumental track, a random index
value was then chosen between 0 and the length of the track minus the sample size. The
tracks were then sliced from this index to the index plus the sample size, to generate a
new track with the same length as the sample size, in this case 16384. 10000 pairs of
vocal and instrumental tracks were generated this way. It should be noted that the vocal
and instrumental tracks were chosen randomly from the list of all the songs, meaning it
is unlikely that the chosen vocals and instruments are from the same original song. The
implications of this will be discussed more in section 6.4. Three experiments were done on
the mixing of the resulting slices of vocals and instrumentals, mixing them at their native
dB, mixing them at an SNR of 1 with overall dB between -5dB and 30 dB, and mixing them
at a SNR of -5dB to 5dB with the overall dB of each signal ranging from 0dB to 25dB. This
was done to see if mixing with a low SNR but random overall dB would improve results,
since most other papers [24, 42, 58] take this approach, or if it is inconsequential.These
approaches to data generation will be called "native", "random loudness" and "fixed range
SNR" respectively.

5.2.2

Training Procedure

As said Wave-U-Net was trained with two different loss functions, MSE and SI-SNR, and
four different data generation methods, the sequential method and the three generated
methods. All models were trained with the ADAM optimizer and a batch size of 50.
Two models models were trained with the MSE loss function, but with different hyperparameters. The first model (M1) was trained with the same hyper-parameters as the
Chimera model, 10−4 learning rate, 10−6 decay, a β 1 of 0.5 and β 2 of 0.999. The second
model (M2)) was trained using the recommended hyper-parameters from the Wave-U-Net
paper, 10−4 learning rate, a β 1 of 0.9 and β 2 of 0.999. Both models were trained with sequential data. Both models were trained for 100 epochs
One model (M3) was trained using the SI-SNR loss function, with the same hyperparameters of 10−4 learning rate, a β 1 of 0.9 and β 2 of 0.999. This model used the native
generation technique for its training data. This model was trained for 100 epochs.
Four models were trained using a hybrid training regimen with both SI-SNR and MSE
loss functions. Fixed range SNR data was used for these tests. The first of these models
(M4) was trained with a mixed loss function where the two loss functions were added
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together before backpropagation. However, it was observed that the MSE loss was increasing with each batch, instead of decreasing as it should, and that the SI-SNR loss was not
decreasing much either. Because of this, this approach was abandoned quickly, though
it is still a valuable result and informed the next test of the second model (M5). Because
of M4’s poor results with a mixed loss, M5 was trained in an alternating regimen with
SI-SNR loss being used in even epochs and MSE being used in odd epochs. This model
used a native generation for its data. The third of the models (M6) used the same training regimen, but used random loudness generation, while the last model (M7) used fixed
range SNR generation. These models were traning for 100 epochs.
The idea behind this hybrid loss stems from the scale-invariance of the SI-SNR function.
An interpretation of this function could be that it favors the phase difference between the
signals more than the magnitude difference, due to its use of the scalar product in equation
2.16. This might cause the model to achieve good phase accuracy but non-optimal magnitude accuracy. This is the problem that MSE might solve, as it only looks at magnitude
differences and will condition the model to achieve similar magnitude levels.

5.2.3

Results

The evaluation was done on the DSD100 test dataset and SDR was calculated using the
mir_eval library. All the songs were loaded like the sequential training data, and the outputs of the models were then combined to create a reconstructed signal. The SDR was then
taken of this full reconstructed signal. For the vocals the original Wave-U-Net method of
generation was also tested, by subtracting the generated instrumental track from the mixture. The results from these are called subtracted vocals, (Sub. Vocals), while the generated
vocals are called (Gen. Vocals).

Models
M1
M2
M3
M5
M6
M7

Instruments
mean SD
9.69 2.55
9.84 2.55
7.54 1.76
9.89 2.50
5.97 1.21
6.31 1.47

Gen. Vocal
mean SD
1.31 2.84
2.60 2.72
1.73 2.61
1.42 2.63
0.96 2.43
1.61 2.57

Sub. Vocal
mean SD
1.52 2.73
2.59 2.72
1.41 2.50
1.22 2.26
-2.86 2.01
-3.51 2.00

Table 5.2: Wave-U-Net mean SDR (dB) and standard deviation (SD), Instrument is the instrumental track
generated by the network, Gen. Vocal is the vocal track generated by the network, Sub. Vocal is generated by
subtracting the generated Instrument track from the mixture

As said before higher SDR means better separation of the sources, and in table 5.2 it
can be seen that all models reach much better results than the Chimera model in table 5.1.
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However, these results are still shy of the results produced by the original Wave-U-Net
[58]. Though it should be noted that all these results are from models that have only been
trained for 100 epochs as opposed to the unknown amount of epochs the original WaveU-Net was trained. It can also be seen that the models trained with random loudness and
fixed SNR data performed significantly worse in this test than the others that were trained
with the native SNR of the songs. These same models also obtained very poor results on
the subtracted vocal tracks, which indicates that there was still a lot of vocal information
in the instrumental track. It can also be seen that models using MSE did better than the
model using purely SI-SNR as a loss. Because of this it is suspected that in M5, which
used hybrid loss of MSR and SI-SNR, the MSE is mostly responsible for the performance
increase for the instrument separation. M2 was the model using the hyper-parameters
from the paper, which might be why it is performing so well on the vocal separation.

5.3

HydraNet Evaluation

HydraNet was evaluated in a similar way as Wave-U-Net, with some modifications. The
three loss function strategies were also tested with Hydranet, only MSE, only SI-SNR and
hybrid training regimen with MSE and SI-SNR. Only the ADAM optimizer was used
for the training. These models all used 12 upsampling and downsampling layers, and a
channel increment of 24.
The time sensitive HydraNet was tested with 4 upsampling and downsampling layers, and
a channel increment of 24, and the hybrid training regimen.
All models were trained with a batch size of 50.

5.3.1

Training Procedure

The first model (M1) used MSE loss and a learning rate of 10−4 , decay of 10−6 , β 1 of 0.5
and β 2 of 0.999 were used. For the second model (M2) SI-SNR was used. The third model
(M3) used the hybrid training regimen. Both M2 and M3 were trained with a learning rate
of 10−4 , β 1 of 0.9 and β 2 of 0.999 were used.
M1 was trained for 400 epochs, and M2 and M3 for 100 epochs. However, to make comparison with Wave-U-Net fair the results from the 100th epoch of M1 and M3 will also be
shown in table 5.3.
A fourth model (M4) was also trained with the same parameters and loss as M3,
however every 30 epochs the training data was generated again, creating a new novel
dataset for the model to train on. The reasoning for this was that continuously giving the
model new data would prevent overfitting and generalise the model more. This approach
is akin to curriculum learning[5], where a model is trained on simple data to begin with,
and then trained with new, more difficult data once a threshold has been reached. The
major difference here is that in our case the new data is not more "difficult" to learn, and
thus a threshold technique is most likely no better than a simple timed technique that is
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used here. This model was trained for 300 epochs, and as with the other models the results
from the 100th epoch will also be shown.
The fifth model (M5) was the time sensitive HydraNet, seen in figure 4.3b. It was
trained exactly like M4, though only for 40 epochs due to time-constraints.
M3 to M5 were all trained using fixed SNR data generation. M2 used native SNR
generation.

5.3.2

Results

All of the models were evaluated on the DSD100 dataset with the sane procedure as WaveU-Net. The "Sub." tracks were generated by subtracting the estimated instrument track
from the mixture. This was done to compare the results with the Wave-U-Net implemented in this project, and with the Wave-U-Net paper. This also gives a good measure
for interference, how much of the vocals are still in the instrument signal after separation.
If there still is some then, as we can see in table 5.2, the SDR will be low in the subtracted
signal.
The results are shown in table 5.3.

Model
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M1
M4

epoch
100
100
100
100
40
400
300

Instruments
mean SD
9.33 2.57
8.28 1.97
8.93 2.02
8.94 2.03
8.97 2.40
9.83 2.60
9.78 2.13

Gen. Vocal
mean SD
2.16 2.63
2.16 2.54
2.51 2.57
2.79 2.53
2.26 2.49
2.07 2.72
3.46 2.52

Sub. Vocal
mean SD
2.17 2.61
1.42 2.41
-2.82 2.05
-2.96 2.05
0.75 2.71
2.15 2.66
-2.67 2.10

Table 5.3: HydraNet mean SDR (dB) and standard deviation (SD), Instrument is the instrumental track generated by the network, Gen. Vocal is the vocal track generated by the network, Sub. Vocal is generated by
subtracting the generated Instrument track from the mixture

The results show that the model that used MSE loss, M1 is much better at separating
instruments than its counterparts that use SI-SNR or hybrid loss. However, it also shows
that the SI-SNR, and hybrid loss, are much better for generating vocals. This is especially
seen with M4, both at 100 epochs and 300 epochs it outperforms the other models in this
measure, even when having only been trained for 300 epochs rather than the 400 epochs of
M1. It is also shown that the short HydraNet, M5 performs equally well to models trained
for 100 epochs when it has only been trained for 40. M5 also has significantly higher SDR
in the subtracted vocals section, compared to the other methods that use hybrid loss. In
this regard the other hybrid loss models, M3 and M4, perform surprisingly poorly which
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suggests that there is still a significant amount of vocals in the instruments track, or that
the instruments track is somehow not captured fully these methods.

5.4

State-Of-The-Art Comparisons

The best models from Chimera, Wave-U-Net and HydraNet were taken and compared to
the results of the papers they were based on, and other state-of-the-art papers. This can be
seen in table 5.4.

Model
Chimera [43]
Wave-U-Net [58]
TAK-3 [60]
2DFT [56]
MELO [53]
ChimeraNet*
Wave-U-Net* M2
HydraNet M1
HydraNet M4

Epoch
70
100
400
300

Instruments
mean SD
8.1
11.9
7.0
12.7
5.1
2.5
-20.8
5.5
9.8
2.6
9.8
2.6
9.8
2.1

Vocal
mean SD
6.1
0.7
13.7
6.1
2.7
1.6
3.7
5.0
-34.7
1.9
2.6
2.7
2.1
2.7
3.5
2.5

Table 5.4: Overall result comparisons of mean SDR and standard deviation (SD), the "-" are values that the
papers do not state, thus they are unknown. The models with stars "*" are the models implemented in this
paper

As can be seen in the table, the models evaluated in this project fall in the middle of the
performance field, with the exception of the Chimera model which performs very poorly.
HydraNet and Wave-U-Net surpass some of the other papers, such as the Chimera paper
and 2DFT, in instruments separation, while also surpassing the Wave-U-Net paper in vocal separation. It is uncertain if this projects Wave-U-Net performance is generally better
than the original papers performance, as the paper reports a 13.7dB standard deviation,
meaning that some songs will have much better separation SDR than our best SDR. As
can also be seen in the table, the number of epochs each model was trained is unknown,
which makes it very difficult to compare results as the number of epochs they used might
be orders of magnitude larger than what we have used. Because of this the two models
Wave-U-Net and HydraNet should be trained more to see if they can reach the same level
of SDR as the state of the art papers. It can also be seen in the table that the HydraNet
M4 almost reaches the same level of vocal separation as MELO[53], an algorithm specifically for separating vocals from songs, but which does not separate the instruments as
HydraNet does.

Chapter 6

Discussion
In this chapter the results will be discussed more, along with the possible causes for these
results and things that could be done to improve the models.

6.1

Main Findings

The main findings of the paper are that considering the low training time, the HydraNet
and Wave-U-Net models did surprisingly well, and that if trained more they could reach
the state-of-the-art performance of other papers. It is also thought that the performance
of the models might be increased by separating the instruments into their separate tracks,
and training the networks to estimate all the instruments, instead of a single track. It is
thought this might improve performance since all models trained with the hybrid loss
function and non-native generation methods, performed very poorly on the subtracted
vocal track. This was a track that was generated by subtracting the estimated instruments
track from the mixture, thus ideally leaving only vocals. However, as seen in tables 5.2 and
5.3, these models performed badly on those tracks. The reason for this will be discussed
in section 6.5.
Another finding was that all trained versions of Chimera performed very badly. This
is also surprising since the short HydraNet M5 was trained for a similar amount of time
and achieved almost the same SDR as models that had been trained longer. A possible
explanation for this lapse between the Chimera paper stated SDR and the SDR of the
Chimera model in this paper could be that the Chimera model implemented here was
altered slightly to make it less memory intensive, and make training much faster. This
modification and its effects will be discussed more in section 6.2.
It was also surprising how quickly the short HydraNet M5 actually learned to distinguish instruments and singing voices, as it was assumed beforehand that this would
probably take many 100’s of epochs. This was thought due to the complexity of the prob59
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lem, and the amount of overlap between singing voices and instruments, which might
confuse networks. It should be noted here that the tracks the networks performed worst
on were often tracks where vocals and instruments were in the same frequency range, such
as heavy metal and techno music. This result was obtained qualitatively finding the test
tracks that got the lowest SDR or SI-SNR and listening to them.

6.2

Modified model embedding space

One reason the modified Chimera model is performing worse than the version in the
paper, might be the modification of the third layer in the model. As seen in figure 4.1b
the third layer is array of dense layers connected to the BLSTM layers. As stated in section
4.2.1 the purpose of this layer is to reconstruct the frequency bins that were translated into
a latent space by the BLSTM layers. The second purpose of the layer is to also create an
D dimensional embedding for each reconstructed bin, to create a bigger latent space for
the k-means and softmax heads to classify. However, this is done by each of the dense
channels based on the same embedding for each time-step, meaning that each channel
has to extract a different thing from the same L dimensional embedding. The embedding
also has to contain enough information for this process. This is opposed to the original
implementation where each frequency bin, for each time-step, was transformed to an L
dimensional embedding, which could then be translated to D dimensions by the next
time-distributed dense layer. The requirement for the L dimensional embedding to contain
more information in the modified model is probably detrimental to the accuracy and will
probably require a longer training time to get similar results to the original model. This
could be one of the reasons for the extremely poor results. However this cannot be properly
tested by training the original model, due to its extreme training times.

6.3

Different datasets

Another reason why the results of this project are different from, or worse than, other
papers might be because the other papers were evaluated on a slightly larger dataset, the
MUSDB18[59] dataset, which combined the DSD100[41] dataset with some tracks from
the MedleyDB[8] dataset. The MUSDB18 dataset takes 50 tracks from MedleyDB and
adds them to 100 tracks in DSD100. These tracks were mostly added to the training data,
and the total amount of test songs, 50, remained the same. Thus it is unlikely that these
songs could account solely for the differences in SDR between this projects models and the
models of the other papers. However, in future this dataset should be used for training
and evaluation.

6.4. Data Generation

6.4
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By doing a random generation algorithm instead of training on slices of the original tracks,
this project might have simplified the dataset and made it easier for the models to learn,
but harder for them to master. This is because the original instruments with their belonging vocals have rhythmic features that might not be represented by the generated dataset.
What is meant by this is that the vocals and instruments of the songs might have moments
where both vocals and instruments increase and decrease in volume together, and where
they have similar spectra of frequencies. However, this is not necessarily retained when
pairing random vocals with random instruments, as the similarities will not be guaranteed
anymore. To fix this while still keeping silent sections out of the dataset, the silent sections
should be found in both instrumental and vocal tracks, and these silent sections should be
discarded for both tracks. This will heavily reduce the dataset though, as there are often
silent sections in vocal tracks.

6.5

Generated Vocals And Subtracted Vocals

As discussed, the HydraNet and Wave-U-Net were okay at generating instruments and
vocal tracks, while some of the models did not perform well on the subtracted vocals
tracks, though some did. This suggests that there is either still a lot of vocal content in
the generated instruments track, or that the instruments track is not being reconstructed
well. This reconstruction could either simply be a decrease, or increase, in magnitude of
the signal, which would either take too little of the instruments from the mixture or too
much. If that is the case then it might be due to the tracks being shifted too much in the
dB range during the random loudness and fixed SNR generation. This is consistent with
the results, as it was only models trained with these methods that performed poorly on
those tracks. With these generation methods the models might not learn a good estimate
of the loudness that should be produced, as they are trained on tracks that are between 0
and 30dB, while normal loudness tracks might be -10dB to 10dB. If this is the case, this is
clearly an error in the generation algorithm that should be fixed.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
From the results it can be concluded that neither the Wave-U-Net, nor the HydraNet
reached state-of-the art performance in instrument separation, though they did surpass
the original Wave-U-Net results in vocal separation.
That the Wave-U-Net did not reach the same level of instrument SDR as the paper, is indicative of the network not being trained for long enough. Thus the same can be said for
the HydraNet, and it can be concluded that these networks should get longer training to
test if they can reach state-of-the art performance. It can also be concluded that the hybrid training regimen used for training HydraNet M4 did have a significant effect on the
vocal separation SDR, when compared to the other models that were trained for the same
amount of epochs.
Not being trained for enough epochs is most likely also the cause of the Chimera models poor performance, though it is still uncertain what exactly factors contributed to this.
The final conclusion of this project is that single-channel blind source separation, which
used to be an extremely difficult problem, is now becoming a field that can be solved easily
by these hybrid networks consisting of convolutional, dense and recurrent layers. Thus
more focus should be put on these models, and how to develop more accurate and fast
models, like TasNet, such that they can be used in real-time applications. More research
should also be focused on making these models more general, not only solving singing
voice separation from music, but also separating EEG readings, or noisy recordings, and
furthering usefulness of this field in many other areas research and in daily life.
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Chapter 8

Future Works
8.1

Change Generation Methods

The datset generation methods of random loudness and fixed SNR should be changed such
that the loudness of the entire signal never surpasses a certain determined threshold which
will be found experimentally. It should also be changed to analyze the distribution of
volumes of the dataset it generates from, and try to generate tracks with similar loudness.
The generation method could even be altered to find segments with similar spectra and
pair them together, to create a more difficult dataset to solve.

8.2

Single Output For Wave-U-Net And HydraNet

An interesting experiment for Wave-U-Net and HydraNet could be to follow the Wave-UNet paper and generate one less source than is required, and then define the last source
as the sum of the other generated sources. In this way the other sources might learn more
about the missing source than if all sources are predicted.

8.3

Multi-Instrument Training

Another experiment that could be done is to train HydraNet to predict all instruments as
well as the vocals, to see if the network can achieve better results in the same amount of
time, 100 epochs. This might teach the network more about the different spectra of the
instruments and might help it seperate the spectra better than now.

8.4

Dual Training With Voices

This is a similar idea to training with all the instruments to learn their spectra, in this case
the suggestion is simply to also use another spoken voice in the signal. This will make the
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network have to solve both singing voice separation and the cocktail-party problem at the
same time, and might lead to some interesting results. The hope is that this will teach the
network more about the characteristics of human voices, and might enable it to separate
out back-up singers in some songs, or noise from other humans in a concert recording.

8.5

Deep Clustering Network

Another interesting experiment would be to make the HydraNet into an deep clustering
network that uses the error functions defined in [24] to create embeddings for the waveform that can then be clustered by a clustering algorithm. The advantage of this is that the
number of sources in the signal will be determined by the number of clusters in the space,
nothing in the model needs to be changed to handle more or fewer sources.

8.6

3D Latent Space

As the HydraNet is now, the latent space generated at the bottom of the model is 2D,
however it could easily be made into a 3D latent space, just like it is in the Chimera
model. By doing this more information could be retrieved from the space, however the
risk of overfitting the network is also increased due the the larger amount of parameters
the model would have.
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